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Context

This is the 5th of 11 documents which constitute the Neighbourhood Plan evidence base.

1. Consultation February & March 2013
2. About Cheddar
3. Housing Needs and Preferred Sites
4. 2nd Consultation November 2014
5. Call for Sites Database
6. Employment & Economy
7. Habitats Regulations Statement October 2016
8. SDC 2nd consultation Exit Poll
9. SEA Screening Report
10. Regulation 14 Report.
11. Equality Impact Statement.
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1.0

Foreword

1.1
This document is the Appendix 3 to the Housing Needs and Preferred Sites Report. It is the
database used to inform the report which in turn identifies preferred sites. This Appendix is just a
summary of the sites identified and the initial screening of the options.

1.2
The Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group undertook a Call for Sites Exercise and this, with
desk top research of the Sedgemoor District Council’s (SDC) Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessments (SHLAA) (2009 and 2014) forms the basis of this report.

1.3
Each site has been assessed by the Steering Group using the SDC model site assessment
form. The site options resulting from this were then open to public consultation, the details of
which can be found in the Second Consultation Report. The outside the development boundary
individual sites identified were grouped geographically and the public were asked to rank the
grouped sites in order of preference. Inside the development boundary sites were not consulted on
as they were the least controversial and there were so many others that were consulted on. The
consultation response was then used to inform the ranking of sites to be put forward as the ‘most
suitable’ for future development.

1.4

The key criteria which sites were assessed against were:


Those inside the development boundary were regarded as the most acceptable provided
that any forthcoming plans were appropriate with regards to density, style, amenity value,
parking etc. As a consequence these did not form part of the public review but were
assessed by the Steering Group.



Sites wholly inside the AONB were rejected outright as such land is protected and should
continue to be so and there were sufficient other sites that had come forward.



Land in Flood Zone 3 was rejected outright as mitigating the effects of climate change is a
key sustainability target for the District as well as the Neighbourhood Plan. Again sufficient
sites had come forward for these areas not to be considered to meet housing need in the
Plan period to 2027.



Accessibility, especially to village facilities, by walking and cycling was the key criteria to
reduce the effects of greenhouse gas emissions reduce congestion and improve
sustainability and health.



The aim was to assess sites that could take 5+ housing units, some smaller ones were
identified and have been included for completeness.
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2.0

Table 1 Summary of Rejected Residential Sites.

(Includes potential commercial sites)
Site number
CP01

Location
Land off Upper New
Road

Summary of reasons for rejection of optional sites
It is outside and not adjacent to the settlement boundary
and is not connected to any other group of dwellings. It has
been designated best agricultural land. There is no safe
cycle route to village facilities. This is not a sustainable site
unless developed with another.
The restraints are around proximity to AONB and visual
impact on the sloping ground. There is no safe walking or
cycling route into the village, and the roads are too narrow
to easily improve this.
The site is outside and not adjacent to the village
development boundary.
Unless developed with other adjoining sites this is a
disconnected unsustainable site on the furthest edges of
the village. Land is designated as being best agricultural
land & having potential archaeological interest.

CP02

Land off Axbridge
Road

CP03

Hannay Road
/Axbridge Road

Whilst this site is on the boundary it is on two of the busiest
roads with no safe routes for pedestrians or cyclists to
reach the village facilities. Axbridge Road does not have
pavement and the road is very narrow in places. Traffic on
this road often has to back up to let HGVs and coaches
through. This is the sign posted route to the Gorge and
takes extra visitor traffic all year but certainly in the
summer. Policy P4 allows for development adjacent to
development boundary but for specific types of tenure.
Gaining 1 affordable house out of a development of 6 does
not justify the highways constraints,

CP04

Axbridge Road

This is outside the development boundary and not adjacent
to it. There is no safe walking or cycling route into the
village. This is not a sustainable site with regards to access
to the village centre facilities, situated as it is well out on
the northern edge of the village on a narrow lane.
Designated good agricultural land with potential for
archaeological interest and in the current ‘green wedge’
which creates a rural visual impact on entering the village.

CP05

Axbridge Road
/Venns Gate

This site is outside the village boundary and is towards the
northern edge of the village with no safe cycle or walking
route to village facilities.
Road access from Venns Gate is very bad and Axbridge
Road is not much better, especially as it is the sign posted
route for all tourist traffic. Venns Gate is single track &
without pavements. It is the designated route for HGV
quarry traffic.
The land is marked on the original LDF map as being best
agricultural land under policy CNE5 and an area of
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potentially important high archaeological interest.
CP07

Applewell Upper
New Road

CP08

Land at Holwell Lane
and west of Upper
New Road

This is not a sustainable site, being on the northern edge of
the village and not within walking distance of any village
facilities other than a convenience shop inside the petrol
station. The site would fail any sequential test.
The A371 broadly defines the western edge of the village
development boundary and everything to the east and
south is open countryside or recreational use.
This is not a site which would pass the sequential test, other
sites are better placed to do this. The site is outside the
development boundary. The site is within the green wedge
which bounds the village and consists of open countryside
and recreational leisure use
Overall all the land behind the A371 Upper New Road and
the B3151 south on the Wedmore Road is open agricultural
and recreational land, and it therefore makes an excellent
boundary for the village and provides over 1.6 miles of
quality environment.
The A371 does not have pavement along its whole length,
or on both sides.
The Parish Council sees this site as having the potential to
be the extension of the parish council owned Sharpham
Road playing fields and that the land should not be
developed. The Sedgemoor Sports and Recreation Facilities
Strategy and Delivery Plan 2013 -2027 states that further
sports facilities are required in Cheddar. Sharpham Road
playing fields are seen as a suitable site to take further
sports facilities.
This is outside the development boundary and not adjacent
to it. There is no safe walking or cycling route into the
village. This is not a sustainable site with regards to access
to the village centre facilities, situated towards the edge of
the village on a very narrow lane.
Designated good agricultural land with potential for
archaeological interest and in the current ‘green wedge’
which creates a rural visual impact on entering the village.

CP09

Land between CP05
& CP03 Venns Gate.
Part of the ‘Venns
Gate Group’

CP10

Venns Gate

Venns Gate Lane is narrow and has no pavement but is the
HGV route to the quarry and has more traffic than such a
tiny lane was built to take. The junction with the Axbridge
Road is steep and narrow with poor visibility. It is often
obstructed by vehicles that pull in to the junction to let
buses or lorries pass on the ‘main’ road. This is on the
northern edge of the village and not the most sustainable
of sites.

CP15

Land off Labourham
Corner

Outside the development boundary. Would fail a
sequential test. Access to village via main road is dangerous
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for cyclists and pedestrians as there is no footpath over
Church Bridge on the A371 which is a county road with
much HGV traffic. However access to Draycott Park
footpath would overcome this. Very prominent site with
quite high visual impact especially coming from the east,
but current view of warehouse is not that beautiful now.
Land to the south of this identified as H316, H381 & H042
at Labourham Farm are regarded as rejected sites in the
2104 SHLAA for being too isolated.
CP16

Land off Labourham
Corner/Draycott
Road

CP17

Bowdens Park

CP18

Froglands Farm

CP19

Land off Draycott
Road, opposite
Bowdens Park

CP35

Labourham

This site would not score highly in a sequential test. It is
outside the development boundary and not on a good
pedestrian or cycle route directly into village via the A371,
although this could be overcome via Draycott Park
footpath.
The site is not sustainable, not being close to any village
facilities, but could be considered for commercial use rather
than residential if there ever was a need for such and no
better sites available, ie brownfield sites rather than
greenfield sites.
Linked with CP15 this could be seen as ‘infill’ between
Draycott Park and Winchester Farm.
With so many other potential sites available within and
without the village development boundary the steering
group would not recommend a site known to be in flood
zone 3a.
There would need to be pedestrian improvements to access
the village, as Church bridge is narrow and without
pavements. The A371 to the village is busy and is the main
east west HGV route through this part of Somerset, the
pavement is missing all the way till passed the bridge.
Development here would require football facilities to be
relocated.
With so many other potential development sites in Cheddar
local housing need could be met without building in the
Mendip Hills AONB or land containing a scheduled
monument and potentially a high level of archaeological
interest.
This site is wholly inside the AONB.
With so many other potential development sites in Cheddar
local housing need could be met without building in the
Mendip Hills AONB or near land containing a scheduled
monument and potentially high levels of archaeological
interest. In AONB.
This site is outside the development boundary and it would
fail a sequential test. There is no direct road access that is
suitable. It is flood zone 3
This land goes on to Cheddar Moors, an area outside the
village development boundary and not suitable for housing
development. This is open countryside.
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CP36

Petruth Paddocks

CP37

Lanes’/Tesco site

CP38

Yeo Valley

This site is outside the development boundary and it would
fail a sequential test for residential development.
This land goes on to Cheddar Moors, an area outside the
village development boundary and not suitable for housing
development as it is open countryside. The site is partly in
flood zone 3. Development here would reduce the number
and type of tourist facilities available. This site is basically a
field which offers campers & caravanning basic facilities and
caters for caravan rallies etc. This type of facility has mostly
disappeared in Cheddar as other businesses have converted
to ‘holiday lodges’ therefore keeping this to attract a
different visitor is useful to the economy of Cheddar.
The constraints are all around the access to the site and the
appropriateness of any development. The village would not
like to lose the parking opportunity this site provides. The
steering group sees this as a retail site first and foremost
perhaps offering small boutique type units for businesses
not already in the village, such as jewellers, specialist shoe
shop etc. Also small units for specialist services such as for
example chiropody, beauty etc.
This is a brownfield site which has direct and easy access on
to a wide part of the A371. It is right on the edge of the
village and not a sustainable site for housing. The steering
group believes this would be an excellent light
commercial/office or technology type of business site. The
conclusion is this is an ideal employment site.
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3.0

Table 2 Summaries of Preferred Residential Sites.

Site number
CP06

Location
Round Oak Farm

Summary of reasons for preference of these options
The site is adjacent to the village boundary. There are two
road routes into the village, although pedestrian and cycle
routes are somewhat limited. The natural spring and
wildflower section could be preserved as open space on the
site. To be developed there would need to be an
affordable housing element.
However the A371, Upper New Road, whilst a 30mph road,
is a road notorious for speeding as this section is straight,
and it also carried all the HGV traffic going east/west
through this part of Somerset. Any access to the site would
need to consider the volume and speed of the traffic on
the. The Axbridge Road is narrow, twisting and without
pavements and cars often have to reverse at ‘pinch points’
to allow passing heavy vehicles, including quarry lorries.
Round Oak Farm is on the’ green route’ into the village,
Axbridge Road and this section of the A371 are the ‘green’
entrance route to the village and part of the visual
impression of entering a rural community rather than a
densely built area.
The site contains an area designated as being a Local
Wildlife Site (LWS), this would need preserving.

CP11

Sharpham Road (site
shown is owned by 3
landowners) see
CP11a for one of the
included sites.

There is no pavement on Sharpham Road, although this
may be built if the 2nd Cheddar Reservoir is built some time
in future. There is no through traffic on this road, although
there is recreational and funeral traffic.
A safe pedestrian access over 5 ways bridge is ‘promised’ by
a S106 agreement relating to the 23 affordable houses now
built and occupied. Other road improvements/pavements
would be desirable as would mains drains.
This land is not designated best agricultural land nor of any
specific archaeological significance.
This could be a reasonable infill site.

CP11a

Sharpham Road part
of the CP11 site
report
Sharpham Road next
to CP11 & CP11a

As above. This is one landowner’s separate call for sites
response record.

Sharpham Road
Clinton House

There is no pavement on Sharpham Road, although this
may be built if the 2nd Cheddar Reservoir is built some time
in future. There is no through traffic on this road, although
there is recreational and funeral traffic, and some nursery
customer traffic.

CP12

CP13

As above. This is a record of one particular landowner’s
response to call for sites.
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A safe pedestrian access over 5 ways bridge is ‘promised’ by
a S106 agreement relating to the building of the 23
affordable houses. Other road improvements/pavements
would be desirable as would mains drains.
This land is not designated best agricultural land nor of any
specific archaeological significance.
This could be a reasonable infill site.
CP14

Sharpham Road

View this with CP11, C11a, CP12, & CP13
As above. This site should be viewed with those of
neighbouring landowners.

CP20
CP21

Land at Birch Hill
Steart Bushes

CP22

Stonemason’s Yard

This has now had 4 homes built on it.
Not in flood zone, sustainable site close to village facilities
and employment and shopping centre.
Inside the development boundary. New planning
application17/14/00105 for outline planning application
refused. The site could be developed quite successfully if
housing density, parking and internal road access issues
were acceptable.
An excellent sustainable site within village development
boundary, on cycle path and within walking distance of all
village shops and facilities. Close to employment sites and
therefore reducing dependence on cars for local journeys.
Not in flood zone and makes good use of a brownfield site.

CP23

Bristol Water Site

CP24

W C Maunders &
Vancouver

CP25

Land off Ashley Lane
Read with CP28
Hopwoods

Site would not have adverse impact on neighbours. Is
inside development boundary. Is a sustainable location
within walking and cycling distance of village amenities and
employment bases, would require pavements to be built.
The site design would need to be appropriate and of a
suitable density to match the surrounding properties.
Access problems would need to be overcome.

CP26

Fraser Hall off
Cathay Lane

This is a sustainable site within the village boundary. If it is
developed for commercial use then it lends itself for office
development creating minimal traffic movements.

CP27

Ulverstone Birch Hill

The site is big enough to take a single dwelling; there are
concerns about privacy for neighbours and access on to the
road.

CP28

Hopwoods

Sustainable location inside development boundary.

This would be an ideal site for development, however
Bristol water have withdrawn it from SHLAA as part of their
business plan.
Good reuse of a brownfield site should it become available.
Has access to road now but other access points to the site
are viable. Good sustainable site inside village
development boundary with access to all village facilities.
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Walking and cycling distance from village centre amenities
and employment bases. No loss of amenity space, would
lend itself to low density housing in keeping with
neighbouring properties.
CP29

Land at Starmay in
Barrows Park

This call for sites response is for a single dwelling in a
residential area. The Neighbourhood Plan proposes that
there be no tandem development so if the design is suitable
this could be a suitable site.

CP30

Land & yard off
Station Road &
behind KOW leisure
centre

CP31 & CP31a

Land off Lower New
Road Steart Farm
Triangle &
(31a)Steart Farm

There are significant restraints in so far as there is currently
no road access to this site or other facilities. However the
site could be accessed by an extension to the Wedmore
Business Park estate road.
This piece of land could be used as an extension to the
school facilities however it also lends itself to commercial
development.
A strip of the land extending the Strawberry Line walk/cycle
route would be of enormous benefit to the village.
CP31 Two houses have been built in the corner of the
triangle of land, providing pavement for those 2 dwellings
so this could be extended. The site is in a sustainable
location, close to all village facilities. There would be a need
for safe pavements and a safe road crossing.
CP31a The steering group sees this as being a piece of land
which is an obvious extension to the Cheddar Business Park.
An application for a Sainsbury supermarket did not
materialise here and so the land which had already been
identified as potential commercial use by SDC in an earlier
Local Plan is now available. This would be a good site for
providing business park employment opportunities.
This site is outside the development boundary and could
only be developed if used as an exceptional site including
affordable housing, 2 nearby sites have been developed
exclusively as affordable housing sites. It is not appropriate
that more exclusively affordable housing is grouped in one
corner of the village and potentially is regarded as some
form of ‘ghetto’ type development.
Helliers Lane has already had new development, new well
designed housing could fit well.
Restraints are all around road safety on 5 ways bridge and
the B3151 which lacks pavements.

CP32

Sharpham
Road/Helliers Lane,
large plot including
several existing
properties

CP33

Lanier & Old Cheese
Straw Factory

This is an existing commercial site. The buildings could be
sympathetically converted to residential, but the layout and
car parking does lend itself to continued commercial use.

CP34

Cheddar Garden
Centre

This site is totally inappropriate for housing development as
it is way outside the development boundary. It would fail a
sequential test. It is a very isolated site
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This land goes on to Cheddar Moors, an area outside the
village development boundary and not suitable for housing
development as it is open countryside.
However there is a garden centre business already on the
site and it should be thought of as an employment site.
Appropriate uses could be for high tech, clean industry.
There is very good access to the main road and plenty of
parking. There is great concern that there is no future retail
use that would take business from centre of the village.
The site could be considered as another tourist
accommodation site, be it caravans, tents or lodges.
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4.0

Site Specific Assessment Sheets

Cheddar Parish Site Ref
Address
CP01
Land on Upper New Road
Sedgemoor SHLAA Ref
H026 SHLAA 2009 Appendix 7
Opportunity site outside
boundary rejected in SHLAA
2015 as ‘Not Available’
1. General Location and Use
Surrounding Land Uses

Current/Previous Land Use

Planning History

Site Location /OS Ref
450542
Site Size
0.23 ha

Greenfield. Agricultural/grazing land. Not attached to any current
built up area. Opposite the Parish Council owned & run Upper New
Road allotments which themselves were originally indicated as RLT 1
protected recreational open space. Borders on to part of Round Oak
Farm land which has previously been assessed as ‘locally important
nature conservation site (Policy CNE9).
Greenfield, but a corner has been used for dumping builder’s rubble
in the past. Has been designated best agricultural land under
previous LDF Policy CNE5. View with site CP06 (H123) the Round
Oak Farm site.
A linear piece of land located north of Cheddar centre to the east of
Upper New Road the A371. It is detached from the settlement. No
planning history found. Whilst this site is not put forward in the
2015 SHLAA as an opportunity site outside the development
boundary it is referred to as being viewed with sites H123, Round
Oak Farm which is applying for outline planning permission (Feb
2016). Appendix C of the 2015 SHLAA Initial sustainability appraisal
has it as a rejected site as ‘Not Available’

2. Availability
Land owner/Agent

Call for site evidence to
support this sites
availability?
Timescale suggested by call
for site reply/developer

Not known, no response to parish call for sites, this site can be
found on SDC 2009 SHLAA records and referred to as being
associated with H123 in 2015 SHLAA Round Oak Road site which is
applying for outline planning permission (Feb 2016). The 2015
SHLAA Appendix C has it as a rejected site.
SHLAA 2009 statement that the owner or agent confirms that site is
available for development & that there are no legal or ownership
problems which could limit development. SHLAA 2015 has it in
Appendix C as rejected for being ‘Not available’.
SHLAA (2009) statement says ‘there is no reasonable prospect that
housing will be delivered on the site at the current time but the site
does have potential to provide a suitable achievable location in the
future. This site, adjacent to the urban area, is in a location that
developers might find attractive to bring forward as a housing site
for development. It is thought economically viable and the capacity
of the developer to complete and sell the housing in the medium
term in this area is good’. At time of SHLAA (2009) this was thought
to be 2013- 2014. As at Feb 2016 an adjacent site CP06 (H123) has
applied for outline planning permission, decision not yet known.
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Type & size of development
being considered by
developer

Suggest 7 dwellings

Any further comments

Site is too small to be developed independently but could have
potential with area designated CP06 (H123). Site not directly linked
to other dwellings and not close to village centre.
2015 SHLAA Appendix C, Initial Sustainability Appraisal has it as a
rejected site.

3. Suitability
Would development of site
relate well to existing built
up area?

This site is not attached to the main built up area of the village.
However developers are likely to view it as ‘infill’ since it is between
the Shell Garage and the houses south of that and Round Oak Road.

How is site currently
accessed? Easily from
highway?
How close is site to local
services?

Directly off the A371.

Not easy walking distance to village centre and associated services.
A371 is a busy road cyclists may be deterred from using it as it is
busy and has a record of being a road where speeding (above
30mph limit) is a frequent occurrence and there is no specific cycle
path.
Not directly on bus route, but within 400m of a bus stop

Is site within walking
distance of bus stop?
3a. Suitability -Planning Policy
Is site within Development
Boundary?
Is site in AONB?

No.

Is site in Conservation area?

No, but to the south is a Special Landscape area and an
environmentally sensitive area. In an area designated as best
agricultural land under previous policy CNE4. Borders on area
designated nature conservation site.

Any SSSIs on site?

No. There are SSSIs within 1 km especially The Cheddar Complex.
Within ½ km are local wildlife sites at Holwell Rye, Holwell Lane and
Round Oak Field. Round Oak is designated a locally important
nature conservation site.

Any other Environmental
Designations?

Under the SDC Local Plan to 2011 this is designated as best
agricultural land (where the rubble is not dumped).

Visual Impact

This site is easily visible from the AONB (Mendips) and main road
A371 entrance to village. This section of the road is currently

No
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Restrictive covenants
Any other Policy restrictions?
NPPF? Local Planning Policy?

undeveloped and therefore creates a rural visual image for road
users that they are entering a village rather than a more densely
developed place and adds to the character of the village.
Not known
P4 This site is not infill nor is it adjacent to development boundary.

3b. Suitability - Physical Constraints
Topography
Flood Risk

Level ground, long narrow site
No obvious flood risk

Water courses, streams,
No
springs
Power Lines, pipelines other No power lines, pipelines etc unknown
infrastructure
Biodiversity

Contamination

Mature trees/ TPOs

Currently grassland, but near locally sensitive ecological sites
including Round Oak Farm with unimproved pasture, cowslips &
stream.
Possible contamination from builders’ rubble stored at southern
end of the plot.
Nothing of significance

Listed Buildings on or close to No
site
Archaeology, heritage
Close to area designated as having high archaeological potential
constraints on or near
Any other factors
No
4. Potential Impacts
Neighbouring Uses

Economic, social and
environmental factors

Best agricultural land (was designated under original policy CNE5)
and close to land that was designated as being ‘Locally Important
Nature Conservation Site’ under policy CNE9 on SDC original local
plan.
No economic or infrastructure improvements likely with such a
small site. Potentially extra houses but no extra facilities.
Land designated as ‘best agricultural land’ under old policy CNE5.

5. Deliverability – Affects on:
Highways

Impact with extra traffic on A371 and no mitigation. The A371,
because it is straight through this section of the village, is notorious
for speeding all be it that it is a 30mph stretch of road. It is a busy
road with much HGV traffic and pedestrians can feel endangered
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Water
Sewerage
Pedestrian/Cycle access

when HGV mirrors miss them by inches when they are on the
pavement.
Upper New Road (A371) experiences consistently low water
pressure.
Have been frequent sewerage/drainage/run off water on road
problems on other side of road at allotments & at Applewell.
Has pavement access to village centre and schools.
No specific cycle route here to reach village centre, would require
cycling on A371.

6. Steering Group Conclusion

Totally inappropriate
Significant restraints
Minor constraints
Unconstrained
Reasons:
Totally inappropriate. It is outside and not adjacent to the settlement boundary and is not
connected to any other group of dwellings. It has been designated best agricultural land. There is no
safe cycle route to village facilities. This is not a sustainable site unless developed with another. The
A371 Upper New Road from the roundabout to Hannay Road has but a few 1930s houses close the
roundabout and garage on the eastern side, the rest of the stretch is part of a green wedge which
gives a rural aspect to the approach to Cheddar and adds to its character as a village.
The A371 is very busy and the 30mph speed limit is often exceeded, evidenced by frequent Speed
Indicator Device reports to the Parish Council. The Sunday car boot market clogs this road especially
on fine summer days when tourist traffic is at its highest too.
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Cheddar Parish Site Ref
Address
CP02
Axbridge Road
Sedgemoor SHLAA Ref
H050 SHLAA(2009) appendix
7 Opportunity site outside
boundary also SHLAA 2015
3. General Location and Use
Surrounding Land Uses

Current/Previous Land Use

Planning History

Site Location /OS Ref
453544
Site Size
0.44

Greenfield. Link with sites CP06 (H123) CP04 (H085a) CP05 (H105)
CP03 (H082) & CP09a There is a detached dwelling to the north
eastern side. Agricultural/grazing land. Nearby houses are large and
detached.
Land is irregular in shape and consists of agricultural fields and
garden. The site slopes upwards in a north easterly direction. The
northern part of the site is exposed with views over Cheddar. The
site has strong hedgerow boundaries.
No planning history but owner has put this forward via the Venns
Gate group of landowners. It is on SDC SHLAA 2009 & 2015 version
as an opportunity site outside the development boundary.

4. Availability
Land owner/Agent

Part of the Venns Gate group of sites submitted as being available
for development. Original record in parish office

Call for site evidence to
support this sites
availability?

Is on SDC SHLAA 2009 where it indicates agent/owner confirms site
is available, plus calls for sites response.

Timescale suggested by call
for site reply/developer

SHLAA 2009 indicates 5 being built 2012-2013 & 7 being built 20142015. As of Feb 2016 no planning application has come in for this
site, although it has featured again in the SHLAA 2015 report.

Type & size of development
being considered by
developer

12 dwellings (density 26.99 )

Any further comments

Well contained site which could be linked to its neighbours creating
one very large edge of village development, is the comment on SDC
SHLAA 2009. However it is outside development boundary and very
close to AONB boundary. Prominent position means it can be seen
from the AONB and the rural landscape to the west.

3. Suitability
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Would development of site
relate well to existing built
up area?

No, it is separate from rest of village & if developed would not suit
high density development as this is a low density largely detached
housing area on the very edge of the village, outside the
development boundary and very close to the AONB boundary.

How is site currently
accessed? Easily from
highway?

Yes from both the Axbridge Road and Venns Gate. However there
are no pavements on either of these stretches of road near the site
and both roads are too narrow to easily accommodate these. Venns
Gate is single track and takes the quarry lorries as well as
residential traffic.
How close is site to local
On the edge of the village this is not easy walk to centre for shops
services?
and services other than convenience store at the garage. This is
site is over 2¼ km from Fairlands Middle school,2.09 km from Kings
of Wessex Academy and 1.77 km from the village centre. As there
are no pavements on this section of the route this will encourage
parents to undertake the ‘school run’ and use the car to reach the
schools, as the bus service will not easily support school timings.
The Axbridge Road is so narrow that oncoming traffic has to wait or
reverse to allow HGVs, coaches and buses through in some parts.
Is site within walking
Axbridge Road is a bus route, within 400m of a bus stop but this is a
distance of bus stop?
road with no pavements.
3a. Suitability -Planning Policy
Is site within Development
Boundary?
Is site in AONB?

No

Is site in Conservation area?
Any SSSIs on site?

No
No. However the AONB boundary is within 100m of this site along
with Cheddar Woods SSSI and the SSSI Cheddar Complex is within 1
km. Also close to the Round Oak Road local conservation site.

Any other Environmental
Designations?
Visual Impact

No

Restrictive covenants
Any other Policy restrictions?
NPPF? Local Planning Policy?

No, but is very close to the boundary. There are SSSIs within 1 km
especially The Cheddar Complex. Within ½ km are local wildlife sites
at Holwell Rye, Holwell Lane and Round Oak Field. Round Oak is
designated a locally important nature conservation site.

Can been seen from AONB. Can also be seen from lower ground
looking up to this site.
Not known
Land was designated best agricultural land under policy CNE4 also
designated as being area of high archaeological potential. Policy P4:
this is not an infill site nor is it adjacent to the settlement boundary.
Currently development on this site would contravene policy P4. SDC
has previously designated this as not suitable for development in its
2009 SHLAA, but could be suitable in principle for future
development, repeated in SHLAA 2015 with neighbouring sites.
SDC have this marked as area of archaeological interest on previous
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LDF map.

3b. Suitability - Physical Constraints
Topography

This site slopes in a north easterly direction, the lower Mendip
slope & on the edge of the AONB. The northern part of the site is
exposed with views of Cheddar. The site has strong hedgerow
boundaries.

Flood Risk

None

Water courses, streams,
No
springs
Power Lines, pipelines other No
infrastructure
Biodiversity

Under SDC Local plan this was designated best agricultural land.

Contamination

None known

Mature trees/ TPOs

No TPOs

Listed Buildings on or close to
site
Archaeology, heritage
constraints on or near
Any other factors

No
Is in an area recognised as being in an area of high archaeological
significance on SDC Local plan map adopted version.
No

4. Potential Impacts
Neighbouring Uses

Economic, social and
environmental factors

Grazing and agricultural. Any neighbouring houses are large
detached. AONB to the north. Was designated under CNE5 as best
agricultural land.
No jobs attached to this site. Mitigation would be required to make
a safe route to the village or even northwards to the convenience
store in the garage. There is no safe walking or cycling route from
this site.

5. Deliverability – Affects on:
Highways

Water
Sewerage
Pedestrian/Cycle access

Has direct access to A371 and to Venns Gate, a very narrow lane
which is the designated HGV route to quarry (one way) &
residential route.
Supply to nearby houses
Would need to be added
Venns Gate is narrow, and has no pavement or safe cycle route it is
also the HGV one way route to Batts Combe quarry. The B3151
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Axbridge Road is also narrow and has no pavement and takes
considerable local traffic into the village as well as the quarry lorries
leaving the quarry site. In the tourist season this road is the sign
posted route to Cheddar Gorge and it carries more traffic as a
result.
6. Steering Group Conclusion

Totally inappropriate
Significant restraints
Minor constraints
Unconstrained
Reasons:
Totally inappropriate
The restraints are around proximity to AONB and visual impact on the sloping ground. There is no
safe walking or cycling route into the village, and the roads are too narrow to easily improve this.
The site is outside and not adjacent to the village development boundary.
Unless developed with other adjoining sites this is a disconnected unsustainable site on the furthest
edges of the village. Land is designated as being best agricultural land & having potential
archaeological interest.
The Axbridge Road from the roundabout to Hannay Road has but 6 houses on both sides of the road
directly accessing it and they are well set back and few are visible. The whole of this length is
bounded by hedges and is greenfield consequently visually, it is important as a defining route into
the village. It is the green route into Cheddar from the west.
The A371 is a 30mph road, but this limit is frequently exceeded as evidenced by the speed indicator
device records submitted to the parish council. The Sunday car boot sale, especially on fine summer
days, with increased tourist traffic blocks this road for a couple of miles.
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Cheddar Parish Site Ref
Address
CP03
Hannay Road/Axbridge Road
Sedgemoor SHLAA Ref
H082 SHLAA (2009)
Appendix 7 opportunity site
outside boundary also on
SHLAA 2105
5. General Location and Use

Site Location /OS Ref
454542
Site Size
0.21 ha

Surrounding Land Uses

Greenfield, agricultural land. View with CP05 (H105) CP02 (H050)
CP09 (H311) CP04 (H085a) & CP03

Current/Previous Land Use

Small agricultural field used for grazing sheep.

Planning History
Outline Planning Permission for a single dwelling and garage.
Application in 2012 17/12/00078 Refused for following reasons:
1. The application site is located outside of the Cheddar village
development boundary and therefore in planning policy terms is
located in the open countryside. Development in the countryside is
strictly controlled and only permitted in exceptional circumstances
where specific Core Strategy policies allow for certain types of
development or when a development relates to a specific
countryside need and/or a countryside location is essential or more
sustainable. There are no Core Strategy Policies that specifically
allow for open market housing in the countryside and it has not
been claimed that the development relates to a specific
countryside need or that a countryside location is essential. This
location is not more sustainable than a location within the village.
The development does not benefit economic activity and does not
maintain or enhance the environment. The application is contrary
to Policy P6 and S1 of the Sedgemoor District Core Strategy.
2. The application site is an undeveloped field bounded by
hedgerows and trees; it is also within the buffer zone of three
Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI). There is a reasonable
likelihood that protected species are present on the application
site. In the absence of an ecological survey or any evidence to
the contrary the local planning authority cannot be satisfied that
the proposed development will not have an adverse impact on
protected species. The application fails to comply with Policy
D14 of the Sedgemoor District Core Strategy.
6. Availability
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Land owner/Agent

SHLAA 2009 report states land is available and a recent planning
application indicates owners wish to develop the site by building a
single house there. Original correspondence regarding call for sites
in parish office. The site is re-recorded on the 2015 SHLAA.

Call for site evidence to
support this sites
availability?

SHLAA 2009 & 2015 reports.

Timescale suggested by call
for site reply/developer

Possible development in 2013 indicated on 2009 SHLAA, however
planning application refused since then and that was for a single
dwelling & garage see note above. No new plan submitted as of Feb
2016.
6 dwellings density 28.00 is indicated on SHLAA, although
landowner has previously only applied for a single dwelling.

Type & size of development
being considered by
developer
Any further comments

Could be a potential site in future especially if viewed with
neighbouring ones is the SHLAA 2009 & 2015 comment.

3. Suitability
Would development of site
relate well to existing built
up area?

No, as the density of 6 dwellings would not match others on
Hannay Road and the only other houses at the top end of Axbridge
Road which are large and detached. A single dwelling would sit well
with the neighbouring houses if such were permitted, which is
unlikely as policy P4 would not permit. Not within easy walking
distance of village centre shops and services.

How is site currently
accessed? Easily from
highway?

Could be accessed directly from Axbridge Road, but this is a busy,
narrow road if access sited away from crossroads of Hannay Road,
Axbridge Road and Round Oak Road. However access would
probably be best off Hannay Road but very close to junction.
How close is site to local
Not easy walking distance to middle of village shops and services
services?
and schools. It is 1.77 km from Fairlands Middle School and 1.77 km
from the village centre.
Is site within walking
It is on a bus route and close to bus stop, but no pavement to reach
distance of bus stop?
it.
3a. Suitability -Planning Policy
Is site within Development
Boundary?
Is site in AONB?
Is site in Conservation area?

No
No
No, but land is designated best agricultural land under policy CNE4
on original SDC Local plan map
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Any SSSIs on site?

Any other Environmental
Designations?
Visual Impact

Restrictive covenants
Any other Policy restrictions?
NPPF? Local Planning Policy?

Round Oak Field is designated as a local wildlife site and that is just
over the road. Holwell Rye too is over the road and designated as a
local wildlife site. There are SSSIs within 1 km especially The
Cheddar Complex. Within meters are local wildlife sites at Holwell
Rye, Holwell Lane and Round Oak Field. Round Oak is designated a
locally important nature conservation site.

No
Can be seen from AONB. There are well kept tall hedges along the
A371 side of the site. As this is a ‘green route’ into Cheddar from
the west, development here would need to be well screened.
None known.
Policy P4, this is not an infill site but it is on the settlement
boundary and could be considered for a site containing affordable
houses Policies D6 & D7.

3b. Suitability - Physical Constraints
Topography

The site slopes upwards in a north easterly direction.

Flood Risk

None

Water courses, streams,
None, but Holwell Rye rises in field over the road.
springs
Power Lines, pipelines other None
infrastructure
Biodiversity

Hedgerow boundary.

Contamination

None known

Mature trees/ TPOs

No TPOs

Listed Buildings on or close to No
site
Archaeology, heritage
Area of high archaeological potential indicated on earlier LCF map.
constraints on or near
Any other factors
None
4. Potential Impacts
Neighbouring Uses

Houses on the south side of Hannay Road are detached ones on
quite large plots. There are few houses on the north side of the
road and those have very large plots. On Axbridge Road for the
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Economic, social and
environmental factors

length of this site there are no houses and only two towards the
edge of the village. This is open countryside north of Hollywood
House. This is the ‘green route’ into Cheddar from the west and
the signposted tourist route to Cheddar Gorge and Caves.
If the site was developed it would be for a mix of affordable and
market value houses as it is adjacent to the boundary under policies
P4, D6 and D7. There would be no other benefit to the village and
this would only yield 1 affordable house if the development
consisted of 6 dwellings. The Round Oak, Hannay Road and
Axbridge Road junction is not suitable for a development of this size
and outweighs any gain from one affordable house.

5. Deliverability – Affects on:
Highways

Water
Sewerage
Pedestrian/Cycle access

A development of 6 dwellings here would put more traffic onto
Hannay Road and Axbridge Road, both part of the HGV one way
system to Batts Combe quarry. The road is narrow and passing bus,
coach and lorry traffic in places is a squeeze. This is the signposted
route to the Gorge for visitor traffic.
Close by
Close by
Axbridge Road takes much of the local traffic coming into the
village. It is narrow, twisting and has no pavement. There is no
safe pedestrian or cycle access to the village centre.

6. Steering Group Conclusion
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Totally inappropriate
Significant restraints
Minor constraints
Unconstrained
Reasons:
Significant restraints
Whilst this site is on the boundary it is on two of the busiest roads with no safe routes for
pedestrians or cyclists to reach the village facilities. Axbridge Road does not have pavement and the
road is very narrow in places. Traffic on this road often has to back up to let HGVs and coaches
through. This is the sign posted route to the Gorge and takes extra visitor traffic all year but
certainly in the summer. Policy P4 allows for development adjacent to development boundary but
for specific types of tenure. Gaining 1 affordable house out of a development of 6 does not justify
the highways constraints,
Hannay Road is part of the one way system that takes loaded quarry lorries out of the village, they
turn right at this junction where pedestrians cross and there are no pavements on the main road.
This is a ‘green route’ into the village and is a key visual aspect of the tourist experience on entering
the village.
The development of Hinckley Point C nuclear power station will require materials from Cheddar
limestone quarries, the lorries access the Axbridge Road at this Hannay Road Junction. Such HGV
traffic will be hugely increased.
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Cheddar Parish Site Ref
Address
CP04
Axbridge Road
Sedgemoor SHLAA Ref
H085a appendix 7
opportunity site outside
boundary on 2009 SHLAA also
SHLAA 2015
7. General Location and Use

Site Location /OS Ref
453543 ST 45545W
Site Size
0.33 ha

Surrounding Land Uses

Greenfield. View with CP05 (H105) CP02 (H050) CP03 (HO82)
(H311) & CP09 All agricultural/grazing land

Current/Previous Land Use

Agricultural field, keeping horses/sheep

Planning History

None

8. Availability
Land owner/Agent

Original call for sites & correspondence available in parish office.

Call for site evidence to
support this sites
availability?

SDC SHLAA 2009 states that agent/owner says land is available for
development.

Timescale suggested by call
for site reply/developer

2009 SHLAA indicates possible building in 2013/2014. Call for sites
response says in next 5 years or maybe 10 years. As at Feb 2016 no
planning permission has been sought.

Type & size of development
being considered by
developer

9 dwellings density 26.97 suggested on both 2009 and 2015 SHLAA
although SDC appendix suggests 12 possible

Any further comments

Development outside boundary would currently contravene
planning policy. Land owner on call for sites says’ We have had
discussions with 4 major (national) house builders, all of whom
wished to proceed.......The site is highly visible and we have felt that
the development that takes place here should be high quality and
blend well with surroundings’

3. Suitability
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Would development of site
relate well to existing built
up area?

Currently open land, and houses in Hannay Road are detached
dwellings as are those further along Axbridge Road. A row of large
terraced Victorian villas is nearby on the south side of Axbridge
Road. This site is detached from any built up area. This is green
route into the village in so far as there are only a few, non-visible
houses, on this stretch of road

How is site currently
accessed? Easily from
highway?

The site could be accessed directly from Axbridge Road. Axbridge
road is very narrow with no pavements. HGV, Coach and bus traffic
cause hold ups and it is common for cars to have to reverse to allow
traffic through the pinch points.
How close is site to local
This site is towards the northern edge of the village and is not close
services?
to the village centre facilities. The site is more than 1.77 km from
the village centre. With no pavements parents are likely to want to
take children to school by car.
Is site within walking
Yes within 400m of a bus stop. However there are no pavements
distance of bus stop?
on the Axbridge Road
3a. Suitability -Planning Policy
Is site within Development
Boundary?
Is site in AONB?

No

Is site in Conservation area?

No

Any SSSIs on site?

No. Close to several SSSIs including the Cheddar Complex, Cheddar
Woods and local wild life site at Holwell. Bats forage in the green
corridor out towards the reservoir. Close by is Round Oak,
designated as a locally important nature conservation site.

Any other Environmental
Designations?

No. Local plan does have this shown as area of quality agricultural
land under policy CNE5 and indicates it is in an area of
archaeological interest.

Visual Impact

Restrictive covenants

Can be seen from AONB. This is a ‘green route’ into Cheddar, and is
the route signposted for tourists going to the Gorge and Caves if
coming from the west.
None known

Any other Policy restrictions?
NPPF? Local Planning Policy?

P4 this is not an infill site.
countryside.

No

P6 policy on development in the

3b. Suitability - Physical Constraints
Topography
Lower slope of Mendip hills
Flood Risk

No

Water courses, streams,

No
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springs
Power Lines, pipelines other No
infrastructure
Biodiversity

Hedges, and bat foraging route

Contamination

None known

Mature trees/ TPOs

No TPOs

Listed Buildings on or close to No
site
Archaeology, heritage
On local plan area shown as having archaeological significance
constraints on or near
Any other factors
No
4. Potential Impacts
Neighbouring Uses

Surrounding land is grazing and grassland. Land designated best
agricultural land under original policy CNE5

Economic, social and
environmental factors

Any development outside boundary would require an element of
affordable housing. However at a ratio of 40% affordable housing
on the site to justify the P4 policy being used to develop the site is
outweighed by the highways impact.

5. Deliverability – Affects on:
Highways

Water
Sewerage
Pedestrian/Cycle access

Axbridge Road is narrow and takes much of the local traffic into
village. This is a HGV route away from Batts Combe quarry. In the
tourist season this sign posted route to the Gorge takes
considerably more traffic. HGVs and buses have difficulty getting
passed any other traffic and cars have to back up to keep the traffic
flowing. Further housing development would make this an even
more difficult road for all users.
No
Not known
There is no pavement or safe cycle route on this section of the
narrow Axbridge Road.

6. Steering Group Conclusion
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Totally inappropriate
Significant restraints
Minor constraints
Unconstrained
Reasons:
This is outside the development boundary and not adjacent to it. There is no safe walking or cycling
route into the village. This is not a sustainable site with regards to access to the village centre
facilities, situated as it is well out on the northern edge of the village on a narrow lane.
Designated good agricultural land with potential for archaeological interest and in the current ‘green
wedge’ which creates a rural visual impact on entering the village.
Axbridge Road forms part of the ‘green’ approach to the village, having but 6 houses on it between
the garage and Hannay Road, few of which are visible because of the hedgerows. Axbridge Road is
narrow with no pavements, cars have to reverse in some places to allow buses of HGVs to pass and it
is the sign posted tourist route to the gorge, consequently it can be even more congested and
difficult at peak holiday times.
The development of Hinckley Point C nuclear power station will increase HGV traffic enormously
during the years of building as material will be supplied from Cheddar quarries and transported by
HGV.
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Cheddar Parish Site Ref
CP05
Sedgemoor SHLAA Ref
SHLAA (2009) ref H105
Appendix opportunity site
outside boundary also in
SHLAA 2015
9. General Location and Use

Address
Axbridge Road/Venns Gate on
group map submitted by Venns
Gate group this parcel of land is
numbered 3 but is part H105 &
CP04

Surrounding Land Uses

Greenfield. View with CP02 (H050) CP03 (HO82) (H311) CP04
(H085a) CP02 (H050) & CP09

Current/Previous Land Use

Planning History

Site Location /OS Ref
454542
Site Size
1.5 ha total site this parcel is 1
ha

SDC 2009 SHLAA states outside boundary & currently therefore not
considered suitable. As at Feb 2016 no planning application
received, this site is recorded on the 2015 SHLAA
Agriculture, grazing horses and sheep
On LDF designated best agricultural land under policy CNE5

Been in discussion with 4 major house builders & has been made an
offer he thinks is too low as a developer builds his land bank. Owner
believes the deals were not best for him or for Cheddar.
August 2014 put in pre planning application for 2 self build plots on
the northern edge of the site opening on to Venns Gate Lane.

10. Availability
Land owner/Agent

Original call for sites and covering letter held in parish office. Also
covering letter dated 6th August 2014 regarding pre application for 2
self build plots.

Call for site evidence to
support this sites
availability?

SDC 2009 SHLAA states owner/agent says land is available. There
are 2 owners indicated on the Venns Gate group submission.
Original records in parish office. Owner of this parcel has made it
clear this land is available

Timescale suggested by call
for site reply/developer

25 built in 2014/2015 25 in 2015/2016 14 in 2016/2017

Type & size of development
being considered by
developer

64 dwellings density 42.64 shown on SHLAA
The owner states he thinks 30 on the call for sites pro forma would
be developable.
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Any further comments

The owner says this is a highly visible site and any development
should be good quality, blend in & be good for Cheddar. He wants
hedgerows retained. Baker Associates were of the opinion this site
and neighbouring ones should all be developed at the same time
and at maximum density, he does not agree with this.
Owner would encourage self build as this is how his house came to
be there & self builders build better homes, better design, better
insulated etc.

3. Suitability
Would development of site
relate well to existing built
up area?
How is site currently
accessed? Easily from
highway?

Not with this suggested density of housing. There is low density,
large detached housing in this part of Cheddar.

Is site within Development
Boundary?
Is site in AONB?

No

Could be accessed directly from Axbridge Road or Venns Gate (very
narrow lane with one way route for quarry HGVs). Latest pre
application is for 2 self build plots opening on to Venns Gate Lane.
Venns Gate is narrow with no pavement. It is on the one way route
for quarry lorries. Junction with Axbridge Road is steep, narrow
and with poor visibility. Traffic pulling over to let HGVs and buses
pass on Axbridge Road pull into Venns Gate junction to let big
vehicles through
How close is site to local
Not close to village centre shops and services, about 1.8 km away,
services?
this site is on the northern edge of the village. The lack of
pavements and the difficulty in building any along the route to the
village and schools would encourage parents to take children to
school by car.
Is site within walking
Bus route on Axbridge Road, bus stop within 400ms but no
distance of bus stop?
pavements to reach it. However the 2 self build plots at the top of
the site on Venns Gate are not on bus route or close to bus stop.
3a. Suitability -Planning Policy

No but very close to the AONB boundary on Venns Gate

Is site in Conservation area?
Any SSSIs on site?

No
This site is very close to two SSSIs the Cheddar Complex and
Cheddar Woods. Over the Axbridge Road is a local wildlife site at
Holwell/Roundoak Farm where land has been designated as being a
locally important wildlife site.

Any other Environmental
Designations?
Visual Impact

No

Restrictive covenants

None known

Any other Policy restrictions?
NPPF? Local Planning Policy?

P4, this is open countryside. P6 and NPPF 28 also relating to
development in the countryside.

Can be seen from AONB. Very visible site on hillside
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3b. Suitability - Physical Constraints
Topography

Land slopes upwards in a north easterly direction as part of lower
Mendip slope

Flood Risk

No

Water courses, streams,
No
springs
Power Lines, pipelines other No
infrastructure
Biodiversity

Hedges & trees no TPOs

Contamination

None known

Mature trees/ TPOs

No TPOs

Listed Buildings on or close to
site
Archaeology, heritage
constraints on or near
Any other factors

No
Original local plan map has this area shown as having high
archaeological significance
Original local plan has this area shown as being best agricultural
land

4. Potential Impacts
Neighbouring Uses

Economic, social and
environmental factors

This is open countryside, used for grazing and grassland. There are
few houses along Axbridge Road, just two towards the end of the
road.
If this were developed there would need to be an affordable
housing element, such development would have to be shown to
outweigh the highways issues.

5. Deliverability – Affects on:
Highways

Axbridge Road is a narrow road with HGV traffic and local traffic
into the village. It is also the tourist sign posted route to the Gorge
and has significant extra traffic in the tourist season. The road is
narrow and without pavements, which is not easy to alter. HGV
and bus traffic often requires cars to reverse as the road is too
narrow in parts for a large vehicle and a car to pass.
Venns Gate is single track for much of its length, with no pavement
and because of its narrowness it has one way HGV quarry traffic on
it. The Venns Gate/Axbridge Road junction is on a steep slope with
poor visibility, traffic trying to emerge from Venns Gate is often met
by Axbridge Road traffic pulled into the junction to let a bus/lorry
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Water
Sewerage
Pedestrian/Cycle access

pass.
Available near by
Available near by
There is no pavement or safe cycle route into the village along the
B3151 Axbridge Road.

6. Steering Group Conclusion

Totally inappropriate
Significant restraints
Minor constraints
Unconstrained
Reasons:
Significant restraints
This site is outside the village boundary and is towards the northern edge of the village with no safe
cycle or walking route to village facilities.
Road access from Venns Gate is very bad and Axbridge Road is not much better, especially as it is the
sign posted route for all tourist traffic. Venns Gate is single track & without pavements. It is the
designated route for HGV quarry traffic.
Axbridge Road has but a few houses with direct access on to it from the roundabout to Hannay
Road, and because of the hedgerows and how far back they are most are invisible. This section of
road creates a ‘green’ access to the village, important to mark the community as a rural one and
create the visual image of a less densely built up place.
The land is marked on the original LDF map as being best agricultural land under policy CNE5 and an
area of potentially important high archaeological interest.
The development of Hinckley Point C nuclear power station will increase HGV traffic enormously
during the long build phase as material will be coming from Cheddar quarries and this is the narrow,
restricted route they’ll be using.
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Cheddar Parish Site Ref
Address
CP06
Round Oak Farm
Sedgemoor SHLAA Ref
H123 SHLAA (2009)
Appendix 7 opportunity site
outside boundary also on
SHLAA 2015
11. General Location and Use
Surrounding Land Uses

Current/Previous Land Use

Planning History

Site Location /OS Ref
ST4554
Site Size
8.36ha

Greenfield. View with (H311) CP01 (H026) Some detached housing
on southern boundary along Round Oak Road. To the west are
parish council allotments and grazing land. To the north a few
detached houses and none to the east.
Farmland including the dwelling and farm buildings associated with
Round Oak Farm.

Plans have been submitted for this site. Plan re 17/15/00095.
Outline planning permission for 110 dwellings.

12. Availability
Land owner/Agent

Call for site evidence to
support this sites
availability?

Timescale suggested by call
for site reply/developer

Type & size of development
being considered by
developer

WYG Julian Bolitho Ropemaker Court 11-12 Lower Park Row Bristol
BS1 5BN
Simon Steele-Perkins Waddenton Park Ltd Greendale Court Clyst St
Mary Exeter EX5 1AW
Both 2009 & 2015 SHLAA reports show this site. The call for sites
pro forma exists and is kept in the Parish Council office. The agent
has attended a full council meeting as a pre planning consultation
meeting and plans have been submitted for outline planning
permission
On 2009 SHLAA it is indicated that 62 could be built between 20132014 & 62 between 2014-2015 and 64 between 2015 & 2016,
with the Developer suggesting building between Jan 2015 &
December 2015. An application has come in 17/15/00095 for 110
dwellings.
200 to 300 dwellings on call for sites pro forma. However this is 188
on the SDC SHLAA at a density of 22.47 and up to 150 on the
developers call for sites returned pro forma dated 18.02.2014.
Outline planning application is for 110 dwellings on part of the site.
In earlier 2015 discussion with councillors it was stated that:
They may consider developing just 10 acres ie half the site with 150
dwellings. Leave spring, stream & unimproved grassland as
protected amenity space. Consider pavement along Axbridge Road.
Thought site was sustainable and whilst they have done mixed
development they hadn’t considered anything other than housing
here.
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Any further comments

18.02.2014 call for sites suggests a mixed use development
potentially including small scale employment opportunities,
community uses and open space noting that 75-80% of the site is
suitable for development. The development proposal suggested a
mix of housing from smaller 2 bed to larger family homes to meet
local needs. Also provides for opportunity to deliver affordable
housing. Outline planning application 17/02/2015 is for 110 houses.
As this is only outline specific tenure and mix is not indicated.

3. Suitability
Would development of site
relate well to existing built
up area?

Originally suggested housing density would have been at too high
for the village. However the outline proposal for 110 dwellings is
more acceptable.

How is site currently
accessed? Easily from
highway?
How close is site to local
services?

Could be accessed from A371 and/or Axbridge Road and or Round
Oak Road.

Is site within Development
Boundary?
Is site in AONB?

No

Is site in Conservation area?

No

Any SSSIs on site?

There are SSSIs within 1 km especially The Cheddar Complex. Within
½ km are local wildlife sites at Holwell Rye, Holwell Lane and Round
Oak Field. Round Oak is designated a Local Wildlife Site (LWS)
nature conservation site, with a spring, stream and unimproved
pasture land supporting wold flowers. The outline planning
application 17/02/2016 contains habitat surveys for dormice, bats
and reptiles No active dormouse activity was noted. 10 species of
bat were foraging in and around this site, there were no recorded
roosts. Slow worms were recorded.

Any other Environmental
Designations?

Site contains a local important nature conservation area & an area
of archaeological potential.
Site assessment has been undertaken by site agents. Spring &
stream are attractive. Areas of unimproved grassland and
indications of Medieval ridge and farrow ploughing. Is designated as

This site is towards the northern edge of the village and people
would be inclined to drive to village facilities as the A371 has
pavement but heavy and fast traffic and pedestrians are often
pretty close to HGV wing mirrors.
Is site within walking
Main road A371 is not on bus route. Axbridge Road is on bus route
distance of bus stop?
& bus stop is just within 400m from parts of the site. However there
are no pavements on this narrow, twisty and busy road.
3a. Suitability -Planning Policy

No
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a site called ‘Locally Wildlife Site’.
Visual Impact
Restrictive covenants

Can be seen from AONB and from A371 which is currently a ‘green
route’ into the village on this section of the road.
None known

Any other Policy restrictions?
NPPF? Local Planning Policy?

This site is on farm land consequently Policies P4 and P6 apply
regarding development in the countryside.

3b. Suitability - Physical Constraints
Topography

Gently sloping

Flood Risk

Although the springs are here it is not a wide spread flood risk area,
and is not on flood plain. However the spring and stream on the site
would inhibit how much of the site could be developed.

Water courses, streams,
Holwell rise springs are on this site. There can be localised flooding
springs
during periods of excessive rain.
Power Lines, pipelines other No
infrastructure
Biodiversity

Contamination

Hedge and wild flowers, mature trees. Habitat surveys by
developers have recorded slow worms, foraging bats but no
dormice.
None known

Mature trees/ TPOs

NO TPOs. Some mature trees.

Listed Buildings on or close to No
site
Archaeology, heritage
There is evidence of Medieval ridge and furrow ploughing here
constraints on or near
Any other factors
No

4. Potential Impacts
Neighbouring Uses

Economic, social and
environmental factors

This is farmland on the adjacent to the settlement boundary. Whilst
there are houses to the south along Axbridge Road and Roundoak
Road to the north it is open countryside.
If this land were developed it would be with Policy P4 and
affordable housing as key elements.

5. Deliverability – Affects on:
Highways

Axbridge Road runs along the eastern edge of the site. Whilst this is
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Water
Sewerage
Pedestrian/Cycle access

narrow with no pavement or safe cycle lane nevertheless the site
could be better accessed via the A371 Upper New Road. However
the A371 takes all the through HGV traffic and is recognised as a
route with a speeding issue.
On the farm
Available, although there have been problems on Upper New Road
(A371) with sewerage drains.
The A371 provides pavement access to the village, however it is not
an easy road to cycle on because there is no dedicated cycle lane,
and two way traffic speeds on this not especially wide road.

6. Steering Group Conclusion

Totally inappropriate
Significant restraints
Minor constraints
Unconstrained
Reasons:
Minor constraints
The site is adjacent to the village boundary. There are two road routes into the village, although
pedestrian and cycle routes are somewhat limited. The natural spring and wildflower section could
be preserved as open space on the site. To be developed there would need to be an affordable
housing element.
However the A371, Upper New Road, whilst a 30mph road, is a road notorious for speeding as this
section is straight, and it also carried all the HGV traffic going east/west through this part of
Somerset. Any access to the site would need to consider the volume and speed of the traffic on the
A371, which has but a narrow pavement along it. Pedestrians are afraid of being hit by HGV wing
mirrors. The Axbridge Road is narrow, twisting and without pavements and cars often have to
reverse at ‘pinch points’ to allow passing heavy vehicles, including quarry lorries.
Round Oak Farm is on the’ green route’ into the village, Axbridge Road and this section of the A371
are the ‘green’ entrance route to the village and part of the visual impression of entering a rural
community rather than a densely built area.
The Sunday car boot market causes very heavy congestion especially on sunny days when there is
added tourist traffic, the road can be blocked for a couple of miles.
When Hinckley Point C nuclear power station is being constructed HGV traffic at the Hannay Road,
Round Oak Road junction will increase enormously as material will be coming from Cheddar quarries
throughout the entire building phase.
The site contains an area designated as being a Local Wildlife Site (LWS).
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Cheddar Parish Site Ref
Address
CP07
Applewell, West of Upper New
Road A371
Sedgemoor SHLAA Ref
H128 (2009) SHLAA
Appendix 7 opportunity site
outside boundary also on
2015 SHLAA
13. General Location and Use
Surrounding Land Uses

Current/Previous Land Use

Planning History

Site Location /OS Ref
449543
Site Size
0.74ha

Greenfield. View with CP08 (H250)
Parish Council allotments nearby. Currently gently sloping open
land, grade 3 agricultural land. Nearest neighbouring houses
generally detached 1930s style on large plots.
Small agricultural field, used for grazing, farm buildings and yard,
temporary agricultural workers dwelling & house.
Owner sells Xmas trees from field gate
New house built beside this plot for the owner some years ago.

14. Availability
Land owner/Agent

Original call for sites documents on file in Parish Office.

Call for site evidence to
support this sites
availability?

2009 SDC SHLAA and pro forma from owner both state land is
available. Site appears again on 2015 SHLAA

Timescale suggested by call
for site reply/developer

SDC SHLAA states 11 built between 2011- 2014 7 14 built between
2014 - 2015

Type & size of development
being considered by
developer

25 dwellings on SDC SHLAA density 33.74 this is repeated on SHLAA
2015.
Owner states 50/60 possible dwellings

Any further comments

Such a proposed density does not suit the rural location of this plot,
being next to Parish Council owned allotments and in open space.

3. Suitability
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Would development of site
relate well to existing built
up area?

This site is not attached to the main built up area of the village.
However developers are likely to view it as ‘infill’ since it is
perceived to be close, to the south, to a row of existing (mainly
1930s) houses lining the western side of the A371. The site is
bounded, to the west by agricultural land, and to the north by
parish allotments. To the east the site has open views to Cheddar
Gorge and the AONB Mendip Hills.

How is site currently
accessed? Easily from
highway?
How close is site to local
services?

Directly off A371

On the edge of village not close to shops or services other than
convenience store in petrol station. This site would not pass any
sequential test.
On main road but not directly on bus route with no stop nearby.

Is site within walking
distance of bus stop?
3a. Suitability -Planning Policy
Is site within Development
Boundary?
Is site in AONB?

No

Is site in Conservation area?
Any SSSIs on site?

No
No. There are SSSIs within 1 km especially The Cheddar Complex.
Within ½ km are local wildlife sites at Holwell Rye, Holwell Lane and
Round Oak Field. Roundoak is designated a locally important nature
conservation site.

Any other Environmental
Designations?

No. Close to AONB boundary and to the southeast is Round Oak,
designated an area as ‘Locally important nature conservation site’.

Visual Impact

Visible form AONB and main road A371 entrance to village

Restrictive covenants

None known

Any other Policy restrictions?
NPPF? Local Planning Policy?

No

No

3b. Suitability - Physical Constraints
Topography

Small level field

Flood Risk

No obvious flood risk from springs or streams. However there is a
history of sewage flooding around this area, and surface water
flowing down the road after heavy rain.

Water courses, streams,
Drainage ditches along hedge lines.
springs
Power Lines, pipelines other Power lines and other infra-structure for existing property on the
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infrastructure

site.

Biodiversity

Nothing special noted

Contamination

None known

Mature trees/ TPOs

Mature trees in hedgerows surrounding site.

Listed Buildings on or close to No
site
Archaeology, heritage
In area designated as having high archaeological potential
constraints on or near
Any other factors
No
4. Potential Impacts
Neighbouring Uses

Agricultural land (was designated under policy CNE5)

Economic, social and
environmental factors

Currently provides grazing land and gate sales opportunities to the
landowner. Development here would compromise the existing
green wedge which connects the parish council allotments along
the western boundary of the village (bordered by the A371)
through open countryside to the parish owned cemetery, sports
fields, skate park , the tennis courts and the leisure facilities
provided by the existing reservoir and planned second one.

5. Deliverability – Affects on:
Highways
Water
Sewerage

Pedestrian/Cycle access

Impact with extra traffic on A371
Upper New Road experiences consistently low water pressure.
Main sewer already at risk of being overloaded with development
at Cheddar Woods Holiday site.
Existing reports of
sewerage/drainage/run off water on road, at allotments and at this
site itself
Has pavement access to village centre and schools.
Would need to cycle on main road into village not on a cycle path

6. Steering Group Conclusion
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Totally inappropriate
Significant restraints
Minor constraints
Unconstrained
Reasons:
This is not a sustainable site, being on the northern edge of the village and not within walking
distance of any village facilities other than a convenience shop inside the petrol station. The site
would fail any sequential test.
The A371 broadly defines the western edge of the village development boundary and everything to
the east and south is open countryside or recreational use. This is the green wedge which defines
the edge of the village between mostly low density 1930s housing and the existing reservoir. The
Strawberry Line Cycle Path runs not far behind this site and this county recognised route takes
walkers and cyclists through the countryside to Cheddar and Axbridge and beyond.
Outside the development boundary this site could be developed for affordable housing as an
exceptional site, however the need for such housing would need to be proven and the parish council
wants any further affordable housing to be integrated into any development not marginalised and
marked as being ‘affordable only’.
The A371 is a 30mph road but is notorious for speeding as it is a straight section of road here. This is
the main east/west route for HGVs through this part of the county. There is no pavement on this
part of the road. Traffic is however brought to a standstill on sunny summer Sundays when tourist
traffic is added to the Sunday car boot market.
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Cheddar Parish Site Ref
Address
CP08
Land at Holwell Lane, land West
of Upper New Road
Sedgemoor SHLAA Ref
H250 (2009) SHLAA
Appendix 7 opportunity site
outside boundary also 2015
SHLAA entry
15. General Location and Use
Surrounding Land Uses

Current/Previous Land Use

Planning History

Site Location /OS Ref
449538
Site Size
12.62ha (SHLAA) 9.7 ha on call
for sites

Greenfield, agricultural. Some detached housing on large plots on
the eastern and southern edges. All of western edge is bounded by
the Strawberry Line cycle path an old railway line, connecting
beyond Axbridge to Cheddar village centre (National Cycle Route).
The Parish Council owns sports fields (designated RLT1) on the other
side of the cycle path to the south and west. This site is very close
to existing Cheddar Reservoir, which is a recreational centre
including sailing club. This site is just south of the Parish Council
owned allotments designated RLT1 on SDC original local plan.
Agricultural land. Currently used as sheep and cow grazing and for
hay production.

Bloor Homes are interested in developing this whole site and have
in the past informed the Parish Council of their draft plans for the
whole site. The parish council expressed their interest in keeping
the southern portion of the site free of housing and stated that they
wanted the land to increase the sports facilities for the village. This
southern portion of land is adjacent to the council owned Sharpham
Road playing fields. The sports catered for here are rugby, cricket,
football and tennis primarily. The council have built a state of the
art skateboard park too. Council consultation and a SDC sports
facilities report highlight the need for more sports facilities including
an all-weather hockey pitch and increased football provision.
Originally houses, offices and a hotel were suggested by Bloor but
this was subsequently altered to just houses. They had offered to
leave some of site available for recreational land adjoining the
Parish Councils Sharpham Road Sports Fields, however a full
planning application has been put in for building 90 houses
specifically on the southern portion of land.
The plan 17/15/00049 leaves some green space for playing for
residents children on but is part of the flood mitigation scheme for
the site and contains a pond. This planning application is no doubt
the pre curser for further applications to develop all of the site and
no village sports provision linked to the pavilion and existing
facilities can result from the development. The other concern is
that by breaking the site into 2 or 3 smaller sites then each will be
‘too small’ on its own to warrant proper traffic mitigation. As a
consequence instead of expensive improvements to Holwell Lane,
the junction of Holwell Lane with the Axbridge Road and Hannay
Lane, and the ‘magic roundabout’ on the junction of Axbridge Road
and Shipham Hill no traffic mitigation will be put in place except a
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proposed zebra crossing.

16. Availability
Land owner/Agent

Bloor Homes have submitted plan 17/15/00049

Call for site evidence to
support this sites
availability?

SDC 2009 SHLAA states land is available as does the 2015 SHLAA.
Parish Council pro forma completed by Bloor Homes agent says 9.7
ha are available as whole site of which 7 ha net = development area

Timescale suggested by call
for site reply/developer

The plan 17/15/00049 has been submitted. A decision has been
deferred for 3 months from the February SDC Development Control
meeting to address issues raised by objections to, the unproven
need to build outside the development boundary under Policy P4.
The density of affordable housing and integration of such into the
site as well as the building materials and design suggested. Over
40% of the buildings are proposed to be built in red brick and that is
not the local vernacular.
Up to 250 dwellings on the 2015 SHLAA. The 17/15/00049
application is for 90 dwellings on the southern portion of the site.

Type & size of development
being considered by
developer
Any further comments

This is outside the development boundary. This land is currently the
green wedge which bounds the village to the west and provides
leisure and recreational space as well as open countryside,
agricultural land between the village and the existing reservoir. As
and when Cheddar Reservoir 2 is built this green wedge will extend
from the allotments in the north, through agricultural land, down
the Strawberry Line, past the sports fields and cemetery, boating
lake and to the recreational facilities the 2nd reservoir is likely to
offer to complement those of the sailing on the existing reservoir.
That is a ‘green wedge’ right down the western border of the village
and village boundary all the way to Steart Corner a distance of some
about 1.6 miles.

3. Suitability
Would development of site
relate well to existing built
up area?

No. This is the equivalent to a green belt area, a strip of land which
marks the western boundary of development in the village and is
predominantly both used as agricultural and recreational space. It is
a green wedge linking cycle paths, allotments and recreation on the
reservoir and playing fields. Existing development is very limited
here, mostly individual 1930s houses along part of the A371, this is
not a built up area.

How is site currently
accessed? Easily from

Could be directly on to A371 or via Holwell Lane. Plan 17/15/0049
is directly on to the A371. Care needed at Holwell Lane and cross
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highway?

roads with Round Oak Road. Residents on A371 (Upper New Road)
already experience difficulty exiting properties due to volume and
speed of traffic. Most do their best to back in to their drives in
order to pull forward to exit on to the main road.
Holwell Lane is just a track along which a single vehicle could drive;
however access on to the A371 is very dangerous, poor visibility
added to speeding traffic. Pedestrians using this track to access the
cycle path or walk round the reservoir they find the junction on to
the A371 daunting and can wait quite some time for a break in the
fast moving traffic.
How close is site to local
On edge of village, not easy walking distance to village shops and
services?
services although can access cycle path it’s a bit too far for most
people to walk. The proposed zebra crossing of the A371 would
help provide access to village facilities for pedestrians.
Is site within walking
Could be cycled, not easy walking distance. Not on bus route and
distance of bus stop?
not within 400m of a bus stop.
3a. Suitability -Planning Policy
Is site within Development
Boundary?
Is site in AONB?

No

Is site in Conservation area?

No

Any SSSIs on site?

No. There are SSSIs within 1 km especially The Cheddar Complex.
Within meters are local wildlife sites at Holwell Rye, Holwell Lane
and Round Oak Field. Round Oak is designated a locally important
nature conservation site. The North Somerset & Mendip Bat Special
Area of Conservation (SAC) is nearby and although no bats were
found to be roosting several species were foraging along the
hedgerows & in the trees on this site, including greater and kisser
horseshoe bats. A neighbouring site recorded 10 species in total
foraging in this area. There is evidence of dormice living here.

Any other Environmental
Designations?

No

Visual Impact

Can be seen from AONB and a great extent of A371 Upper New
Road.
No

Restrictive covenants
Any other Policy restrictions?
NPPF? Local Planning Policy?

No

No

3b. Suitability - Physical Constraints
Topography

Level land, very wet in places – with surface water during winter
months and wet periods.

Flood Risk

Fields have had standing water during Winter months and wet
periods.
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Water courses, streams,
springs

Stream running the length of Holwell Lane.
Drainage ditches run along most of the existing field hedge lines
that overflow during wet periods.
Ditches and stream have been known to flood in recent years.
Power Lines, pipelines other Power lines cross the area above and below Holwell Lane. Gas
infrastructure
pipeline runs along the western boundary of the plot.
Biodiversity

Contamination

Mature trees/ TPOs

A range of wild flowers grow in the fields to the north of Holwell
Lane including cowslips. This land is also a bat feeding route with
large numbers of bats flying over the properties to the north of
Holwell Lane towards the reservoir on summer evenings.
Core Strategy 5.104 identifies “Assessment under the Habitats
Regulations has identified specific concern for Cheddar and
Nether Stowey in respect of bats in the area which may have an
impact on development proposals (see Policy D15: Bat Consultation
Zones).”
Contamination from leaking gas pipe along the western boundary
of the plot to the north of Holwell Lane.
Landfill area along west boundary of the plot to the north of
Holwell Lane (on site of old railway).
Many mature trees in hedgerows.

Listed Buildings on or close to No
site
Archaeology, heritage
Unknown
constraints on or near
Any other factors
No
4. Potential Impacts
Neighbouring Uses

Economic, social and
environmental factors

Agricultural land.
Residential use restricted to Upper New Road.
Leisure use of Strawberry Line cycle route and reservoir (walking
around and sailing on). Sharpham Road playing fields, for rugby,
cricket, tennis, football & skate park, cemetery & boating lake
It is not the parish council’s intention to have further exceptional
sites outside the village boundary exclusively for affordable
housing. If there is a proven need for further affordable housing it
is preferred that it be integrated into other developments rather
than have the western edge of the village regarded as the
‘affordable housing area/ghetto’.
Plan 17/15/00049 has been deferred following objections regarding
having no ‘proven need’ to build on an out of boundary site and for
poorly integrating and over developing the affordable housing
portion of the site.

5. Deliverability – Affects on:
Highways

Impact of extra traffic on A371. This road is a 30mph one but
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Water
Sewerage

Pedestrian/Cycle access

reports to the parish council from speed indicator devices confirm
the speed limit is exceeded much of the time. There is no
continuous pavement along this road, nor is there pavement on
both sides of the road. There is no safe pedestrian crossing, and
the proposed zebra crossing is of no use to other pedestrians
wanting to cross when they have to walk on non pavemented road
to access the zebra crossing.
Upper New Road experiences consistently low water pressure.
Upper New Road experiences problems with sewerage
/drainage/run off water. There have been floods on the allotments,
outside Applewell and further along the A371.
Pavement access to village centre and schools.
Strawberry Line cycle path to village centre.

6. Steering Group Conclusion
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Totally inappropriate
Significant restraints
Minor constraints
Unconstrained
Reasons:
This is not a site which would pass the sequential test, other sites are better placed to do this. The
site is outside the development boundary. The site is within the green wedge which bounds the
village and consists of open countryside and recreational leisure use. From the allotments on the
northern edge of the village through open countryside to the sports fields, tennis courts, parish
cemetery, boating and fishing lakes this is the eastern boundary of our village characterised by its
openness and leisure usage. The existing reservoir is used as a sailing club and walkers, joggers etc
circumnavigate the circumference to enjoy the view and the quiet.
The expected second reservoir to the south will go on to provide further leisure and recreational
opportunities to enjoy this peaceful area, with bridle ways, bird spotting hides etc.
Overall all the land behind the A371 Upper New Road and the B3151 south on the Wedmore Road is
open agricultural and recreational land, and it therefore makes an excellent boundary for the village
and provides over 1.6 miles of quality environment.
The Strawberry Line Cycle Path is a recognised countryside route connecting Axbridge to Cheddar
and the wider cycle path network. The whole area is one of green open space marking the boundary
between Cheddar, the reservoir and Axbridge.
The A371 is a straight road notorious for speeding (over 30mph), as evidenced by the regular speed
indicator device reports provided to the parish council. However the road can come to a complete
standstill on sunny Sundays when tourist traffic is added to that going to the Sunday car boot sale.
The A371 does not have pavement along its whole length, or on both sides. Where there is
pavement it is quite narrow and pedestrians have reported near misses from being hit by the wing
mirrors of passing HGVs. Lorries have been known to mount the pavement section in order to pass
each other.
The developers Bloor Homes had originally consulted the Parish Council on the whole piece of land
mapped here. The Parish Council stated that the southern portion was being considered as an
extension of the parish council owned Sharpham Road playing fields and that the land should not be
developed. The Bloor representative said that perhaps that an agreement could be made to allow
such use by the parish council. The application 17/15/00049 is for just the southern part of the land
Bloor Homes has options on and is specifically the site that the Parish Council requested be left
undeveloped. The application actually has the houses on the piece of land that could be attached to
the sports facilities and the LEAP is in the northern portion to aid drainage for the proposed
development. The Sedgemoor Sports and Recreation Facilities Strategy and Delivery Plan 2013 2027 states that further sports facilities are required in Cheddar. Sharpham Road playing fields are
seen as a suitable site to take further sports facilities. It highlights that the village should have 1 new
rugby pitch, a new cricket field, an artificial pitch a new MUGA and rebalanced football pitches.
Whilst some of these could be sited potentially at the Kings of Wessex School nevertheless the site
identified in application 17/15/00049 would be needed to meet the SDC strategy.
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Cheddar Parish Site Ref
Address
CP09
Land between CP05 & CP03
Venns Gate
Sedgemoor SHLAA Ref
None
17. General Location and Use

Site Location /OS Ref
454542
Site Size
Approx. 0.5 acres

Surrounding Land Uses

Grassland and grazing. View this with CP02, CP03, CP04, and CP05.
These parcels of land are adjacent and have been called here the
‘Venns Gate group’ The parcels are under different ownership.

Current/Previous Land Use

Grassland and grazing

Planning History

None known. 2015 SHLAA Appendix C refers to site H028 at Venns
Gate as being too isolated to be a sustainable site. This applies to
each of the individual Venns Gate group of sites. All are in close
proximity to the AONB boundary and on a dangerously narrow HGV
route.

18. Availability
Land owner/Agent

Call for site evidence to
support this sites
availability?

There is no call for sites pro forma from the owner of this land.
However Mr B has written on behalf of the ‘Venns Gate group’
saying all their parcels of land are available under the
Neighbourhood Plan remit. The original letter is held in the Parish
Office.
As above

Timescale suggested by call
for site reply/developer

None

Type & size of development
being considered by
developer

None

Any further comments

Recorded here as it may become available & is certainly within the
‘Venns Gate Group’ overall site and covering letter suggests owner
has put site forward. The 2015 SHLAA appendix C on rejected sites
says the Venns Gate area is too isolated to be a sustainable site.

3. Suitability
Would development of site
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relate well to existing built
This is an undeveloped part of the village.
up area?
How is site currently
Access via Axbridge Road.
accessed? Easily from
highway?
How close is site to local
This site is in the north west part of the village and does not have
services?
quick walking access to the village centre
Is site within walking
Within 400m of a bus stop on a road with no pavement.
distance of bus stop?
3a. Suitability -Planning Policy
Is site within Development
Boundary?
Is site in AONB?
Is site in Conservation area?

No

Any SSSIs on site?

No. There are SSSIs within 1 km especially The Cheddar Complex.
Within meters are local wildlife sites at Holwell Rye, Holwell Lane
and Round Oak Field. Round Oak is designated a locally important
nature conservation site.

Any other Environmental
Designations?

This land is designated best agricultural land under SDC policy CNE5
and as having high potential archaeological value

Visual Impact

This site is on that part of the Axbridge Road which has not been
developed and is bounded by hedgerows. It is a ‘green’ approach to
the village and as such is valued as adding to the rural character of
the village.
None known
Core strategy policies about building outside development
boundary apply

Restrictive covenants
Any other Policy restrictions?
NPPF? Local Planning Policy?

No
No

3b. Suitability - Physical Constraints
Topography

Lower slope of Mendip hills

Flood Risk
No
Water courses, streams,
No
springs
Power Lines, pipelines other No
infrastructure
Biodiversity
Contamination

None known

Mature trees/ TPOs

Mature trees and hedge row

Listed Buildings on or close to No
site
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Archaeology, heritage
constraints on or near
Any other factors

In an area designated as being of high potential archaeological
value
No

4. Potential Impacts
Neighbouring Uses

This is an area of Cheddar which is undeveloped and used for
pasture

Economic, social and
environmental factors

With the other Venns Gate group sites this would have a massive
visual impact on the approach road to Cheddar, which is currently
pretty much a green rural approach.

5. Deliverability – Affects on:
Highways

Water
Sewerage
Pedestrian/Cycle access
6. Steering Group Conclusion

The Axbridge Road is narrow in places, cars often back up to allow
buses or HGVs to pass. There is no pavement on either side of the
road. This is the route for loaded HGVs from the quarry. It is the
signposted route to the gorge and has even heavier traffic at peak
tourist times.
No
No
No pavements or cycle ways.
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Totally inappropriate
Significant restraints
Minor constraints
Unconstrained
Reasons:
This is outside the development boundary and not adjacent to it. There is no safe walking or cycling
route into the village. This is not a sustainable site with regards to access to the village centre
facilities, situated towards the edge of the village on a very narrow lane.
Designated good agricultural land with potential for archaeological interest and in the current ‘green
wedge’ which creates a rural visual impact on entering the village.
Axbridge Road forms part of the ‘green’ approach to the village, having but 6 houses on it between
the garage and Hannay Road, few of which are visible because of the hedgerows. Axbridge Road is
narrow with no pavements, cars have to reverse in some places to allow buses of HGVs to pass and it
is the sign posted tourist route to the gorge, consequently it can be even more congested and
difficult at peak holiday times.
The building of Hinckly Point C nuclear power station will dramatically increase HGV traffic for the
whole building period as material will be coming from Cheddar quarries. The road structure here is
already under stress.
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Cheddar Parish Site Ref
Address
CP010
Venns Gate
Sedgemoor SHLAA Ref
None
19. General Location and Use

Site Location /OS Ref
454543
Site Size
1 acre approx.

Surrounding Land Uses

Greenfield opposite CP05 (H105) CP04 (H85a) CP02 (H050)

Current/Previous Land Use

Grassland

Planning History

None

20. Availability
Land owner/Agent

Original call for sites pro forma held in Parish Office

Call for site evidence to
support this sites
availability?

Owner’s response to call for sites

Timescale suggested by call
for site reply/developer

Available immediately and build time one year maximum

Type & size of development
being considered by
developer

Specifically houses only and 3 dwellings suggested. In Appendix C of
2015 the SHLAA site identified as H028 is described as being isolated
and below the yield threshold and that is the description for this
site.

Any further comments

3. Suitability
Would development of site
relate well to existing built

No This is an undeveloped corner of Cheddar
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up area?
How is site currently
accessed? Easily from
highway?

Directly from Venns Gate Lane. Venns Gate is a single track lane,
with no pavement. It is a one way route for HGV lorries going to
the quarry. This is not a good road to put any more traffic on.
Where it joins the Axbridge Road it is very steep and narrow,
visibility is poor and because Axbridge Road traffic has to pull in to
let large vehicles pass, this junction is actually often used as the
‘pull in’.
How close is site to local
This is in the north western part of the village right on the northern
services?
boundary and almost as far from the village centre as is possible. A
convenience store at the garage, accessed by unpaved narrow lane
is the nearest facility.
Is site within walking
Not on a bus route and just within 400m of a bus stop on unpaved
distance of bus stop?
lanes.
3a. Suitability -Planning Policy
Is site within Development
Boundary?
Is site in AONB?
Is site in Conservation area?

No it is on the boundary

Any SSSIs on site?

No
Very close to several SSSIs including the Cheddar Complex, Cheddar
Woods and local wild life site at Holwell. Bats forage in the green
corridor out towards the reservoir. Close to Round Oak, designated
as a locally important nature conservation site.

Any other Environmental
Designations?

This land has been designated as best agricultural land under policy
CNE5 of the SDC original local plan

Visual Impact

This would be seen from the AONB and from the lower land looking
up as it is open countryside to the south
None known

Restrictive covenants

No it is exactly on the boundary of the Mendip Hills AONB
No

Any other Policy restrictions?
NPPF? Local Planning Policy?
3b. Suitability - Physical Constraints
Topography

On slope of Mendip hills.

Flood Risk

None

Water courses, streams,
No
springs
Power Lines, pipelines other No
infrastructure
Biodiversity

Wildlife habitat immediately behind in AONB

Contamination
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Mature trees/ TPOs

No
Mature hedges & trees

Listed Buildings on or close to No
site
Archaeology, heritage
No
constraints on or near
Any other factors
No
4. Potential Impacts
Neighbouring Uses

To the west are 4 large detached houses in very big plots, to the
east some old cottages. To the north the AONB and south is open
countryside with views across to reservoir and beyond

Economic, social and
environmental factors

5. Deliverability – Affects on:
Highways

Water
Sewerage
Pedestrian/Cycle access
6. Steering Group Conclusion

Access would be on to Venns Gate Lane. A narrow lane with no
pavement and part of the one way route for quarry lorries. Not a
safe cycling or walking road.
Yes
Yes
Not safe, narrow road & HGV route to quarry
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Totally inappropriate
Significant restraints
Minor constraints
Unconstrained
Reasons:
Venns Gate Lane is narrow and has no pavement but is the HGV route to the quarry and has more
traffic than such a tiny lane was built to take. The junction with the Axbridge Road is steep and
narrow with poor visibility. It is often obstructed by vehicles that pull in to the junction to let buses
or lorries pass on the ‘main’ road.
The building of Hinckley Point C nuclear power station will have a huge impact on the roads around
this site as HGVs will for the whole build time be hauling local material from the quarry.
Adding to traffic would not be desirable. Whilst this could be considered an infill site more building
on the edge of the AONB should be resisted. The site will not yield any affordable housing and
therefore provides no specific benefit for the village.
This is on the northern edge of the village, away from village facilities and not the most sustainable
of sites.
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Cheddar Parish Site Ref
CP11
Sedgemoor SHLAA Ref
None
21. General Location and Use
Surrounding Land Uses

Current/Previous Land Use

Planning History

Address
Sharpham Road (site shown is
owned by 3 landowners) see
CP11a for one of the included
sites.

Site Location /OS Ref
ST13509 ST210021 ST46198
ST128846
Site Size
1.5 acres approx total site

To the east 23 affordable homes have been built & occupied (2015)
under SDC policy allowing affordable houses sites to be developed
outside the village development boundary. Sharpham Road is the
access road for the village sports playing area, including, rugby and
cricket pitches, tennis club and pavilion, and is also the access for
recreation at the reservoir and fishing lake, and to the Parish
Council’s cemetery. The area consists of larger detached houses on
big plots of land, and on the opposite side of road is local plant,
garden centre/nursery. To the west is a small caravan park
adjoining the sports field and tennis club.
See CP11a for the call for sites response linked to this pro forma
from Mr R
Kitchen garden & leisure. Greenfield site. Three landowners
combined.

23 affordable houses have been built to the eastern edge of this
land. One of the 3 owners Mr R has just had an application for 3
houses refused May 2015 on one of the plots in this co-joined site.
This development was meant to provide a widened bridge over the
old railway line on the B3151. The railway line is now part of the
national cycle route and is a key pedestrian route into the village
centre. As of Feb 2016 there has been no improvement to the
bridge despite modified plans having been submitted.
The junction of the B3151 and Sharpham Road has no pavement
and nor is there pavement across the bridge.

22. Availability
Land owner/Agent

Call for site evidence to
support this sites
availability?

Mr S’s land is available as indicated on the call for sites form, he
claims the other 2 plots are also available and he is writing as
‘agent’. His plot is 1/6th of an acre but with 2 other landowners total
is 1.5 acres
Mr R has sent in a call for sites response for his piece of this 3 part
parcel, see CP11a for more detail
Mr S states land is available now, original call for sites document
held in Parish Office.
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Timescale suggested by call
for site reply/developer

From now

Type & size of development
being considered by
developer

6 in total, suggest 2 houses & 4 retirement flats on 1/6th of an acre
of the land owned by Mr S.

Any further comments

3. Suitability
Would development of site
relate well to existing built
up area?

It would be an infill site. The original Sharpham road houses are
large and on large plots, the affordable houses are a higher density.

How is site currently
accessed? Easily from
highway?
How close is site to local
services?

Direct access on to Sharpham Road. Junction with B3151 not so
easy as the junction is on a curve before a humped bridge with no
safe pedestrian pavement.
On the Strawberry Line cycle and walk way. However there is a gap
in the pavement if one were to turn right out of Sharpham Road to
go south and pick up pavement and zebra crossing to use pavement
route into village. But that gap in the pavement is on a dangerous
little bit of the road.
Not on bus route not within 400m of a bus stop

Is site within walking
distance of bus stop?
3a. Suitability -Planning Policy
Is site within Development
Boundary?
Is site in AONB?

No

Is site in Conservation area?

No

Any SSSIs on site?

No. Within a km of SSIs at Cheddar Woods, Close to several SSSIs
including the Cheddar Complex, Cheddar Woods and local wild life
site at Holwell. Bats forage in the green corridor out towards the
reservoir.
No

Any other Environmental
Designations?
Visual Impact

Restrictive covenants

No

With this as potential infill and the recent affordable housing
development a well-designed development would not have a
negative impact.
None known
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Any other Policy restrictions?
NPPF? Local Planning Policy?

Outside development boundary

3b. Suitability - Physical Constraints
Topography

Level ground

Flood Risk

No

Water courses, streams,
No
springs
Power Lines, pipelines other No
infrastructure
Biodiversity

Hedgerows & trees

Contamination

None known

Mature trees/ TPOs
Listed Buildings on or close to
site
Archaeology, heritage
constraints on or near
Any other factors

No
No
No
No

4. Potential Impacts
Neighbouring Uses

Economic, social and
environmental factors

Mixed usage, mostly residential but there is a nearby nursery with
associated polytunnels, selling strawberries and plants etc. There is
also a small caravan site and then the parish owned assets being
the cemetery and sports and recreations fields. Cheddar reservoir
is accessed from this road and it is a popular walking route around
its circumference and across the playing fields.
It is a no through road and with additional pavement it could be
made safer. There would be no loss of amenity land.

5. Deliverability – Affects on:
Highways

Water
Sewerage

5 ways bridge is a difficult junction. The affordable housing
development S106 should improve the bridge, however a safer
road crossing and pavement would be required. The bridge has not
been improved (Feb 2016) despite the S106 agreement.
Yes
Not thought to be mains drainage on this section of road. Mains
drain to connect right along road and to sports pavilion would be
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Pedestrian/Cycle access

desirable
Direct access to Strawberry cycle & walking route connecting
Axbridge in one direction and centre of village in the other.

6. Steering Group Conclusion

Totally inappropriate
Significant restraints
Minor constraints
Unconstrained
Reasons:
There is no pavement on Sharpham Road, although this may be built if the 2nd Cheddar Reservoir is
built some time in future. There is no through traffic on this road, although there is recreational and
funeral traffic.
A safe pedestrian access over 5 ways bridge is ‘promised’ by a S106 agreement relating to the 23
affordable houses now built and occupied. Other road improvements/pavements would be desirable
as would mains drains.
This land is not designated best agricultural land nor of any specific archaeological significance.
This could be a reasonable infill site.
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Cheddar Parish Site Ref
Address
CP11a
Sharpham Road part of the CP11
site report
Sedgemoor SHLAA Ref
None
23. General Location and Use
Surrounding Land Uses

Current/Previous Land Use

Planning History

Site Location /OS Ref
448535
Site Size
0.5 acre this plot

Greenfield. View with CP11, CP12, CP13, & CP14
To the east 23 affordable homes have been built and occupied
under SDC policy allowing affordable houses sites to be developed
outside the village development boundary. Sharpham Road is the
access road for the sports playing area, (comprising rugby, cricket
pitches and tennis club) also the access for recreation at the
reservoir and fishing lake, and to Parish Council’s cemetery. The
area consists of larger detached houses on big plots of land, on the
opposite side of road is a local plant, garden centre/nursery. To the
west is a small caravan park adjoining sports field.
Agricultural, grass keep

No plans found for this site. One of the other 3 landowners in CP11
had permission for 3 detached dwellings refused on next door site
May 2015.
23 affordable houses have been built to the east.

24. Availability
Land owner/Agent

Mr R has responded to this call for sites. Original document in
parish office. This is one part of the CP11 plan shared by 3
landowners

Call for site evidence to
support this sites
availability?

Owner states land is available for development but not currently
being marketed

Timescale suggested by call
for site reply/developer

Possible before end 2013

Type & size of development
being considered by
developer

8 dwellings, possibly 6 houses & 2 flats
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Any further comments

3. Suitability
Would development of site
relate well to existing built
up area?

This would be an infill site on a mostly residential road. There is
mixed housing here, originally large houses on big plots but recently
more densely built 23 affordable houses. On same road are a plant
nursery/polytunnel horticulture business and a small caravan site.

How is site currently
accessed? Easily from
highway?

Direct access off Sharpham Road. However the junction on to
B3151 is not easy, it is on a bend, with poor visibility and on the
edge of the hump of a hump back bridge. The affordable homes
development includes a S106 agreement to improve the bridge
over what was the old railway bridge and which is now the
Strawberry Line national cycle route and pedestrian route to the
village centre. As of Feb 2016 there have been no bridge
improvements.
Walking distance

How close is site to local
services?
Is site within walking
Not on bus route not within 400 m of a bus stop
distance of bus stop?
3a. Suitability -Planning Policy
Is site within Development
Boundary?
Is site in AONB?

No

Is site in Conservation area?

No

Any SSSIs on site?

No. Close to several SSSIs including the Cheddar Complex, Cheddar
Woods and local wild life site at Holwell. Bats forage in the green
corridor out towards the reservoir. Close to Round Oak, designated
as a locally important nature conservation site.

Any other Environmental
Designations?
Visual Impact

No

Restrictive covenants
Any other Policy restrictions?
NPPF? Local Planning Policy?

No

A well designed development here would not have a detrimental
visual impact
None known
Outside development boundary
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3b. Suitability - Physical Constraints
Topography

Level land

Flood Risk

No

Water courses, streams,
No
springs
Power Lines, pipelines other No
infrastructure
Biodiversity

Hedgerow

Contamination

None known

Mature trees/ TPOs

No

Listed Buildings on or close to No
site
Archaeology, heritage
No
constraints on or near
Any other factors
4. Potential Impacts
Neighbouring Uses

Mixed usage, mostly residential but nearby small caravan site and
plant nursery/ strawberry growing polytunnels. The road is a dead
end and leads to the major recreational & sports facilities for the
village.

Economic, social and
environmental factors

5. Deliverability – Affects on:
Highways

Water
Sewerage
Pedestrian/Cycle access

Sharpham Road is minus pavement but this may be built if the 2nd
Cheddar Reservoir is built in the coming years. The bridge known
as 5 ways bridge is to be improved and safe pedestrian access
provided via aS106 agreement put in place for the 23 affordable
housing development. However turning out of Sharpham road is
difficult with poor visibility and for pedestrians wishing to turn right
there is no pavement and that is the route to the zebra crossing and
road route to village centre.
Yes
Not mains drainage
Strawberry line cycle and walk way gives access to Axbridge in one
direction and village centre the other

6. Steering Group Conclusion
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Totally inappropriate
Significant restraints
Minor constraints
Unconstrained
Reasons:
There is no pavement on Sharpham Road, although this may be built if the 2nd Cheddar Reservoir is
built some time in future. There is no through traffic on this road, although there is recreational and
funeral traffic.
A safe pedestrian access over 5 ways bridge is ‘promised’ by a S106 agreement relating to the
building of the 23 affordable houses. Other road improvements/pavements would be desirable as
would mains drains.
This land is not designated best agricultural land nor of any specific archaeological significance.
This could be a reasonable infill site.
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Cheddar Parish Site Ref
Address
CP12
Sharpham Road next to CP11 &
CP11a
Sedgemoor SHLAA Ref
None
25. General Location and Use

Site Location /OS Ref
449534
Site Size
2 acres total 1.5 developable

Surrounding Land Uses

View this with CP11 and CP11a

Current/Previous Land Use

To the west is open countryside. Neighbouring houses are large,
detached and on big plots, some of which are used for tourist sites.
An affordable housing development of 23 homes has been built to
south and west. Also on the road is a nursery/strawberry polytunnel
business. This road leads to the main sports and recreational site in
Cheddar comprising rugby, cricket & tennis facilities, pavilion and
skatepark. The road also leads to the Parish Cemetery and the
Cheddar reservoir which is a major recreational facility for walkers,
who walk its circumference. It is a dead end road.
Grazing/paddock View with CP11, CP11a, CP13, & CP14

Planning History

23 affordable houses been built nearby. The land owner has made
pre planning enquiries regarding a 6 holiday lodge development,
permission already exists for 2 applied for in July 2013. Visited by
Shawn Fleet who suggested possible retirement home development
which owner is exploring. 3 detached dwellings on neighbouring
site refused May 2015

26. Availability
Land owner/Agent

Original document held in parish Office

Call for site evidence to
support this sites
availability?

Call for sites pro forma returned confirming availability

Timescale suggested by call
for site reply/developer

Possible immediately

Type & size of development
being considered by
developer

About 1.5 acres of the 2 acres is available for development
25 dwellings possibly bungalows or mix of houses/offices/light
industrial/holiday lodges
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Any further comments

3. Suitability
Would development of site
relate well to existing built
up area?

This would be an infill site. The original houses tend to be large
detached houses on big plots but the nearby affordable houses are
built to a higher density.

How is site currently
accessed? Easily from
highway?

Not on a main road, but could be overcome. Difficulty of access off
narrow Sharpham Road and increased traffic from affordable
housing development nearby. Junction with B3151 is difficult, poor
visibility and at the base of a hump back bridge. Bridge
improvements expected to be delivered via S106 agreement tied to
the affordable housing development but as of Feb 2016 there have
been no improvements started.
Just about walking distance to village centre shops and services.
Use Strawberry line cycle/walk route. Pedestrians turning right out
of Sharpham Road do not have a pavement to reach the zebra
crossing on the B3151. There is no pavement on the bridge should
pedestrians turn left.
Not near a bus stop nor on a bus route

How close is site to local
services?

Is site within walking
distance of bus stop?
3a. Suitability -Planning Policy
Is site within Development
Boundary?
Is site in AONB?

No

Is site in Conservation area?

No

Any SSSIs on site?

No
There are SSSIs within 1 km especially The Cheddar Complex. Within
½ km are local wildlife sites at Holwell Rye, Holwell Lane and Round
Oak Field. Round Oak is designated a locally important nature
conservation site.

Any other Environmental
Designations?
Visual Impact

No

Restrictive covenants

None known

No

Not obviously so, if well designed development to suit location
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Any other Policy restrictions?
NPPF? Local Planning Policy?

Outside development boundary

3b. Suitability - Physical Constraints
Topography

Level ground

Flood Risk

No

Water courses, streams,
No
springs
Power Lines, pipelines other No
infrastructure
Biodiversity

Trees & hedgerows

Contamination

None known

Mature trees/ TPOs

No

Listed Buildings on or close to No
site
Archaeology, heritage
No
constraints on or near
Any other factors
No
4. Potential Impacts
Neighbouring Uses

Residential, small caravan site, village sports and recreation fields
and tennis courts. Access road to cemetery and reservoir, but it is a
no through road. Horticulture on nursery/polytunnel strawberry
business.

Economic, social and
environmental factors

5. Deliverability – Affects on:
Highways

Water
Sewerage
Pedestrian/Cycle access
6. Steering Group Conclusion

Would require pavement to be built in Sharpham Road if not
delivered by building of 2nd Cheddar Reservoir. Would put extra
traffic on 5 ways bridge and through junction with B3151. Requires
safe pedestrian route on B3151
Yes
Not on mains drains
Direct access on to Strawberry Line cycle/walk route
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Totally inappropriate
Significant restraints
Minor constraints
Unconstrained
Reasons:
There is no pavement on Sharpham Road, although this may be built if the 2nd Cheddar Reservoir is
built sometime in the future. There is no through traffic on this road, although there is recreational
and funeral traffic.
A safe pedestrian access over 5 ways bridge is ‘promised’ by a S106 agreement relating to the
building of the 23 affordable houses, but as of Feb 2016 there is no progress on this. Other road
improvements/pavements would be desirable as would mains drains.
This land is not designated best agricultural land nor of any specific archaeological significance.
This could be a reasonable infill site.
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Cheddar Parish Site Ref
Address
CP13
Sharpham Road Clinton House
Sedgemoor SHLAA Ref
None
27. General Location and Use

Site Location /OS Ref
447535
Site Size
1.25 acres

Surrounding Land Uses

View with CP11, CP11a and CP12 & 14

Current/Previous Land Use

Sharpham Road Playing Fields (including rugby and cricket pitches
plus pavilion) & tennis club to the west, large detached houses &
gardens/small holdings to the east. 23 affordable houses have been
built along the road. Area is ‘greenbelt’ in regards to their being
Parish cemetery nearby and recreational facilities including
reservoir and fishing &model boating lakes. There is a plant nursery/
strawberry growing business on the road. This is a no through road,
widely used by people accessing the recreational facilities.
Home & caravan club site.

Planning History

23 affordable houses have been built at end of road. 3 dwellings on
a neighbouring plot refused May 2105

28. Availability
Land owner/Agent

Original call for sites pro forma held in Parish Office

Call for site evidence to
support this sites
availability?

Call for sites states land is available

Timescale suggested by call
for site reply/developer

Assumed development in immediately available

Type & size of development
being considered by
developer

20 dwellings, also says site may be suitable for retail and tourist info
site for Cheddar reservoirs (2nd reservoir plan refused for the time
being)
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Any further comments

3. Suitability
Would development of site
relate well to existing built
up area?

This is a mixed use road but mostly residential. A well designed site
would fit in. However an appropriate density would be needed to
make the area continue to feel rural and not too heavily developed.

How is site currently
accessed? Easily from
highway?

Directly on to Sharpham Road which has no pavement. Access to
B3151 is difficult from visibility splay aspect but also at the edge of
the hump of the hump back bridge. The 5 ways bridge should be
improved under the S106 agreement required for the 23 affordable
housing development (as of Feb 2016 no progress on this)
Walkable

How close is site to local
services?
Is site within walking
No, not directly on bus route or near a bus stop
distance of bus stop?
3a. Suitability -Planning Policy
Is site within Development
Boundary?
Is site in AONB?

No

Is site in Conservation area?

No

Any SSSIs on site?

No
There are SSSIs within 1 km especially The Cheddar Complex. Within
meters are local wildlife sites at Holwell Rye, Holwell Lane and
Round Oak Field. Round Oak is designated a locally important
nature conservation site.

Any other Environmental
Designations?
Visual Impact

No

Restrictive covenants

None known

Any other Policy restrictions?
NPPF? Local Planning Policy?

Outside development boundary

No

No

3b. Suitability - Physical Constraints
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Topography

Level ground

Flood Risk

No

Water courses, streams,
No
springs
Power Lines, pipelines other No
infrastructure
Biodiversity

Hedge rows & trees

Contamination

None known

Mature trees/ TPOs

1 x copper beech and 1 x sycamore by the gate

Listed Buildings on or close to No
site
Archaeology, heritage
No
constraints on or near
Any other factors
No
4. Potential Impacts
Neighbouring Uses

Economic, social and
environmental factors

Mixed use, mostly residential. However road used by recreational
users of the playing fields and tennis courts, walkers round the
reservoir and purchasers from the nursery. This is the road to the
cemetery. This could be regarded as a road leading to a green zone,
extending 1.6 miles from the allotments near the A371/Shipham
road junction to the north and the southern edge of the proposed
2nd reservoir to the south.
Would result in the loss of a tourist economy facility, and as other
local sites turn to providing lodges this type of caravan site is
becoming rarer and reducing choice. Tourism is a strong economic
factor in Cheddar.

5. Deliverability – Affects on:
Highways

Water
Sewerage
Pedestrian/Cycle access
6. Steering Group Conclusion

Improvements would be required to the junction with B3151 & to 5
ways bridge as well as pavement along Sharpham Road. At present
Sharpham Road does not have pavement and the 5 ways bridge has
no pavement either. Visibility at the Sharpham Road exit onto the
B3151 is not especially good and turning here requires care. The
bridge is due to be improved under a S106 agreement associated
with the building of the 23 affordable houses but as at Feb 2106
there is no work started.
Yes
Not mains drainage
Direct access to Strawberry line cycle walk route
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Totally inappropriate
Significant restraints
Minor constraints
Unconstrained
Reasons:
There is no pavement on Sharpham Road, although this may be built if the 2nd Cheddar Reservoir is
built some time in future. There is no through traffic on this road, although there is recreational and
funeral traffic, and some nursery customer traffic.
A safe pedestrian access over 5 ways bridge is ‘promised’ by a S106 agreement relating to the
building of the 23 affordable houses. Other road improvements/pavements would be desirable as
would mains drains.
This land is not designated best agricultural land nor of any specific archaeological significance.
This could be a reasonable infill site.
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Cheddar Parish Site Ref
CP14
Sedgemoor SHLAA Ref
None

Address
Sharpham Road

Site Location /OS Ref
Site Size
0.5 of an acre net to 0.4 of an
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acre
29. General Location and Use
Surrounding Land Uses

View this with CP11, C11a, CP12, & CP13

Current/Previous Land Use

Caravan/camping site at end of Sharpham Road also playing fields
including rugby, tennis & cricket and pavilion facilities. An area with
large detached houses on large plots including a small holding. 23
affordable houses being have been built just a cross the lane.
There is a commercial nursery with polytunnels growing and selling
plants on this road. This is on the road to recreational facilities such
as playing fields, fishing lake, reservoir and also the Parish cemetery.
Greenfield. View with CP11, CP11a, CP12, & CP13

Planning History

None known. This plot is being taken from a large residential
garden. A nearby plot was refused permission for 3 houses in 2015.

30. Availability
Land owner/Agent

Call for sites pro forma received and original kept in Parish Office

Call for site evidence to
support this sites
availability?

Owner states land is available

Timescale suggested by call
for site reply/developer

Within the next 5 years

Type & size of development
being considered by
developer

6 dwellings on 0.4 acres of the whole 0.5 site

Any further comments

3. Suitability
Would development of site

This would be an infill site, using some of a large garden plot. The
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relate well to existing built
up area?

site is in a mixed residential area, original houses being large and on
big plots and this site is next to the more densely developed 23
affordable housing site.

How is site currently
accessed? Easily from
highway?

Direct access off Sharpham Road. Junction with B3151 is difficult,
due to poor visibility splay and that the junction is at base of a
hump back bridge. 5 ways bridge would need improvement to take
extra traffic and there are no pavements on this road or on this
section of the B3151.
Walkable

How close is site to local
services?
Is site within walking
Not on bus route, not within 400m of bus stop
distance of bus stop?
3a. Suitability -Planning Policy
Is site within Development
Boundary?
Is site in AONB?

No

Is site in Conservation area?

No

Any SSSIs on site?

No
Close to several SSSIs including the Cheddar Complex, Cheddar
Woods and local wild life site at Holwell. Bats forage in the green
corridor out towards the reservoir. Close to Round Oak, designated
as a locally important nature conservation site.

Any other Environmental
Designations?
Visual Impact

No

Restrictive covenants

None known

Any other Policy restrictions?
NPPF? Local Planning Policy?

Outside development boundary

No

A well designed development would not have a big visual impact

3b. Suitability - Physical Constraints
Topography

Level ground

Flood Risk

No

Water courses, streams,
No
springs
Power Lines, pipelines other No
infrastructure
Biodiversity

Hedge rows & trees
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Contamination

None known

Mature trees/ TPOs

Not known

Listed Buildings on or close to No
site
Archaeology, heritage
No
constraints on or near
Any other factors
No
4. Potential Impacts
Neighbouring Uses

This is a no through road with mixed usage, originally residential it
now has a small caravan site, a nursery and access to recreational
space.

Economic, social and
environmental factors

5. Deliverability – Affects on:
Highways

Water
Sewerage
Pedestrian/Cycle access
6. Steering Group Conclusion

Consideration would need to be given to the building of pavements,
and improvements to 5 ways bridge (agreed in S106 agreement
attached to affordable housing development). The road junction is
not very safe, pavements are missing and the bridge has no
pavement.
Yes
Not main drains
Direct access to Strawberry Line cycle/walk route
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Totally inappropriate
Significant restraints
Minor constraints
Unconstrained
Reasons:
There is no pavement on Sharpham Road, although this may be built if the 2nd Cheddar Reservoir is
built some time in future. There is no through traffic on this road, although there is recreational and
funeral traffic.
A safe pedestrian access over 5 ways bridge is ‘promised’ by a S106 agreement relating to the
building of the 23 affordable houses. Other road improvements/pavements would be desirable as
would mains drains.
This land is not designated best agricultural land nor of any specific archaeological significance.
This could be a reasonable infill site.
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Cheddar Parish Site Ref
Address
CP15
Land off Labourham Corner
Sedgemoor SHLAA Ref
None
31. General Location and Use
Surrounding Land Uses

Current/Previous Land Use

Planning History

Site Location /OS Ref
ST346200-152450
Site Size
1.795 acres

To the west is Draycott Park estate. Directly to south is a large
warehouse and behind that open countryside. To the north, is the
AONB boundary. To the east is Winchester farm business/industrial
area
Greenfield, agricultural. View with CP16

None. The 2014 SHLAA shows land to the south of this at
Labourham Drove and Labourham Farm (site H316) as a site that
has come up since the 2009 SHLAA. SDC have rejected H316 as
being an isolated site outside the boundary.

32. Availability
Land owner/Agent

Original document in Parish Office.

Call for site evidence to
support this sites
availability?

Owner states land is available.

Timescale suggested by call
for site reply/developer

Expected to be built on within the next 5 years, probably in the next
year.

Type & size of development
being considered by
developer

Owner believes this lends itself to being used for employment
development with some housing. Expect 1.795 acres to be suitable
for building on his site 2.25 acres.
This site is on the edge of Winchester Farm business area as well as
being in close proximity to the Draycott Park housing estate.
Outside development boundary.

Any further comments

3. Suitability
Would development of site

Draycott Park housing estate is on other side of Labourham Drove
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relate well to existing built
up area?

and not immediately connected to this site. From this road junction
onwards to the east houses are detached, on large plots or worked
as market gardens there are no housing estates. However between
this site and the houses going eastwards on the A371 there is a
business park, Winchester Farm and there are light industrial units
behind the site so it could be regarded as infill between the
commercial & residential site.

How is site currently
Possible access difficulties as there is road access but visibility splay
accessed? Easily from
may need improving or add this site to adjacent land.
highway?
How close is site to local
Accessible from Labourham Road & business park.
services?
Is site within walking
Not at present but is on a bus route
distance of bus stop?
3a. Suitability -Planning Policy
Is site within Development
Boundary?
Is site in AONB?

No

Is site in Conservation area?

No

Any SSSIs on site?

No. This is within ½ km of Mascalls Wood and other SSI areas

Any other Environmental
Designations?
Visual Impact

Is on border of AONB which starts on other side of the road.

Restrictive covenants
Any other Policy restrictions?
NPPF? Local Planning Policy?

No but the boundary is just the other side of the road

Quite a dominant site on approaching the village itself. Currently
the entrance to Draycott Park is wide and bordered with
greensward which helps maintain open countryside appearance.
However currently the view is of a large warehouse to the south so
it is not an unspoilt view now from the west
None known
No

3b. Suitability - Physical Constraints
Topography

Sloping land on edge of Mendip Hills AONB. This site is behind a
considerable slope and would not be easily seen from the east.

Flood Risk

No

Water courses, streams,
No
springs
Power Lines, pipelines other No
infrastructure
Biodiversity

Currently agricultural use. Foraging for bats likely here
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Contamination

None known

Mature trees/ TPOs

Mature trees and field hedges. No TPOs

Listed Buildings on or close to No
site
Archaeology, heritage
No
constraints on or near
Any other factors
No
4. Potential Impacts
Neighbouring Uses

Agricultural and light industrial to the east and south. Draycott
Park housing estate to the west. AONB to the north

Economic, social and
environmental factors

Loss of agricultural land, hedges and trees of visual value

5. Deliverability – Affects on:
Highways

Water
Sewerage
Pedestrian/Cycle access

Would increase traffic on Church Bridge, a narrow pinch point on
A371 route into village which does not have any pavement or
pedestrian safe route across it.
Would need connecting
No
No direct safe route along A371 into village. Could cross over into
Draycott Park estate and use footpath & cycle route from there.

6. Steering Group Conclusion
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Totally inappropriate
Significant restraints
Minor constraints
Unconstrained
Reasons:
Outside the development boundary. Would fail a sequential test. Access to village via main road is
dangerous for cyclists and pedestrians as there is no footpath over Church Bridge on the A371 which
is a county road with much HGV traffic. However access to Draycott Park footpath would overcome
this. Very prominent site with quite high visual impact especially coming from the east, but current
view of warehouse is not that beautiful now. From a built up perspective visitors arriving at
Cheddar would see the village as beginning at Church Bridge and not before, development here
would significantly alter the rural perspective approach to the village from the east, however from
the west it could be ‘hidden’ behind the slope of the land.
Land to the south of this identified as H316, H381 & H042 at Labourham Farm are regarded as
rejected sites in the 2104 SHLAA for being too isolated.
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Cheddar Parish Site Ref
Address
CP16
Land off Labourham
Corner/Draycott Road
Sedgemoor SHLAA Ref
None
33. General Location and Use
Surrounding Land Uses

Current/Previous Land Use

Planning History

Site Location /OS Ref
2642/3447/3535
Site Size
3.74 ha total

To the east is Draycott Park Estate on eastern edge of village. To
south west is Winchester Farm Business/Industrial Park. Directly
south is a large warehouse and behind that open countryside. To
the north on the other side of the road is the AONB boundary.
Greenfield, agricultural land and buildings. View with CP15. The
2014 SHLAA has also identified sites H042, H381 and H316 as being
other agricultural land that has come up as a result of a SDC Call for
Sites exercise in 2104.
None

34. Availability
Land owner/Agent

Original document held at Parish Office

Call for site evidence to
support this sites
availability?

Call for sites says land is available

Timescale suggested by call
for site reply/developer

Assumed to be within the year.

Type & size of development
being considered by
developer

Whole 3.74 ha site has development potential, probably best for
employment development with some housing is the agents
suggestion. As this site is in close proximity to Winchester Farm
commercial area the developer is making the point that this could
be mixed use as the site sits between light industry & a housing
estate.
Outside development boundary.

Any further comments

3. Suitability
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Would development of site
relate well to existing built
up area?

This site is not attached to any other housing development,
however it is beside a business park and light commercial site and
in close proximity to the Draycott Park housing estate.

How is site currently
Could be accessed directly off A371 at an appropriate point, but the
accessed? Easily from
bend here is tight and on a slope. If developed with CP15 could be
highway?
accessed off Labourham Drove.
How close is site to local
Not that close to village centre and facilities found there.
services?
Is site within walking
No, but is on bus route
distance of bus stop?
3a. Suitability -Planning Policy
Is site within Development
Boundary?
Is site in AONB?

No

Is site in Conservation area?

No

Any SSSIs on site?

No, but there are SSI sites within ½ km

Any other Environmental
Designations?
Visual Impact

No

Restrictive covenants
Any other Policy restrictions?
NPPF? Local Planning Policy?

No but the boundary is on the other side of the road

This with site CP15 could create quite an intrusive impact on the
entrance to the village. The A371 route consists mostly of detached
houses and market garden land from the east till this point and the
Draycott Park estate is not all that visible from the main road, so
development here would change the semi rural approach to Church
House Bridge which is regarded as the entrance to the village.
However the slope of the land is such that with a good layout some
of this visual impact could be mitigated.
None known
No

3b. Suitability - Physical Constraints
Topography

Gently sloping edge of Mendips. The slope is such that the A371 is
below the slope of the site

Flood Risk

No

Water courses, streams,
No
springs
Power Lines, pipelines other No
infrastructure
Biodiversity

Agricultural land with hedgerows and bat foraging
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Contamination

None known

Mature trees/ TPOs

Mature trees and hedgerows

Listed Buildings on or close to No
site
Archaeology, heritage
No
constraints on or near
Any other factors
No
4. Potential Impacts
Neighbouring Uses

Economic, social and
environmental factors

Immediate neighbouring buildings are light industrial and business
park usage behind the site and to the east. To the north is the
AONB farmed land and to the west Draycott Park estate.
Immediately south is further light industry in warehouse type
buildings
Loss of farm land, need to be aware of loss of habitat for birds, bats
& invertebrates.

5. Deliverability – Affects on:
Highways

Water
Sewerage
Pedestrian/Cycle access

Access to A371 would need to be mindful of the slope of the land
and the tight bend. However access to the village is difficult on this
road as the pavement runs out and Church Bridge is a pinch point
for all traffic including HGVs and there is no safe pavement or route
for pedestrians or cyclists at this point. However access to village
could be found via Draycott Park footpath into village
Access via commercial sites
Access nearby
Difficult to enter village on A371, which is the direct route, as there
is no pavement or cycle path and Church Bridge is a real traffic
hazard pinch point. However the old railway line can footpath can
be accessed and there is a safe cycle/walking route via Draycott
Park.

6. Steering Group Conclusion
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Totally inappropriate
Significant restraints
Minor constraints
Unconstrained
Reasons:
This site would not score highly in a sequential test. It is outside the development boundary and not
on a good pedestrian or cycle route directly into village via the A371, although this could be
overcome via Draycott Park footpath.
The site is not sustainable, not being close to any village facilities, but could be considered for
commercial use rather than residential if there ever was a need for such and no better sites
available, ie brownfield sites rather than greenfield sites.
Linked with CP15 this could be seen as ‘infill’ between Draycott Park and Winchester Farm. However
visual impact of development would need consideration as the road from the west into the village
does have a rural aspect and Draycott Park is ‘hidden’ so the approach is a green one till you view
the church.
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Cheddar Parish Site Ref
Address
CP17
Bowdens Park
Sedgemoor SHLAA Ref
None
35. General Location and Use
Surrounding Land Uses

Current/Previous Land Use

Planning History

Site Location /OS Ref
463528
Site Size
4 acres

To the north and west of Draycott Park Estate. To the north on
other side of road farmland and boundary of AONB. To the east and
south 2 caravan/camping sites. This is site is on the edge of the
village.
Football Pitch and club house

Owners have tried selling to Tesco in order to raise funds for
developing another sports site to the south and east. That project
has fallen through but the club says it would still like to sell the land
and develop a whole new sports facility somewhere else in the area
at some time. New site to contain pitches for junior and senior
football, all weather pitch & a home base for hockey team. This land
has not come up on the 2014 SHLAA

36. Availability
Land owner/Agent

Used by Cheddar Football Club, the land is believed to be held in
trust to be used for leisure/sport.

Call for site evidence to
support this sites
availability?

Stated land is available, original call for sites document held in
Parish office.

Timescale suggested by call
for site reply/developer

To be developed between January 2017 and December 2017.

Type & size of development
being considered by
developer

60-70 mixture of houses and flats. Possibly employment
opportunity too. All acres available for development.

Any further comments

The football club would need to relocate before the site became
available.

3. Suitability
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Would development of site
relate well to existing built
up area?

Has Draycott Park Estate to the south east of site, could be built in a
style to relate with that. Otherwise it is not directly connected to
any other part of Cheddar.

How is site currently
accessed? Easily from
highway?

Off its own access lane from A371. Pretty easy access but shared
with other users and close to difficult narrow Church Bridge on
A371 on a tight bend with heavy traffic and no pavement or safe
passage across. Could exit via Draycott Park Estate road.
How close is site to local
Quite close but best access is not via A371 as there is no safe
services?
pedestrian route across Church Bridge. Would need to access
Draycott park footpath for safe walking & cycling route to village
centre
Is site within walking
Yes on boundary of 400m access but no pavement for ½ the route
distance of bus stop?
to the bus stop. Is on bus route
3a. Suitability -Planning Policy
Is site within Development
Boundary?
Is site in AONB?

No

Is site in Conservation area?

No

Any SSSIs on site?

No. There are SSSIs within 1 km especially The Cheddar Complex.

Any other Environmental
Designations?
Visual Impact

No

Restrictive covenants
Any other Policy restrictions?
NPPF? Local Planning Policy?

No

Looked at from the Mendip Hills this would look like a continuation
of the Draycott Park Estate.
Yes. Understood to be that the land must be for sport/recreation
and if sold then proceeds must be used for same.
Outside development boundary

3b. Suitability - Physical Constraints
Topography

Flat land on flood plain

Flood Risk

In flood zone 3a same as adjoining Draycott Park Estate. Part of the
Tesco/Bowdens Park planning application acknowledged this site
was in a flood zone and the impact of that would need to be
overcome, especially regarding rhynes and surface water.

Water courses, streams,
River Yeo runs along Gas House Lane to the side of the site.
springs
Power Lines, pipelines other No
infrastructure
Biodiversity

Currently used as football pitch and car park.
hedging but not much by way of biodiversity

There is some
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Contamination

No

Mature trees/ TPOs

No TPOs some thin hedgerows

Listed Buildings on or close to No
site
Archaeology, heritage
No
constraints on or near
Any other factors
No
4. Potential Impacts
Neighbouring Uses

Economic, social and
environmental factors

Neighbouring caravan sites would be impacted by construction
disruption but at least one of them would lose its open/green
aspect to the north and would have housing estates on 3 sides of it
potentially impacting on its attractiveness and ability to bring in
business compared to other tourist facilities in and around the
village.
Need to find another viable sports site for relocated football club
and their hoped for improved facilities for all football and hockey
needs before this site could possibly be developed. Need to know
how the Trust Deed has to be executed. Village sports facilities
would be improved if club could make a viable business out of a
move. However there are planning implications for any potential
new site and its possible impact on the environment and its
neighbours.

5. Deliverability – Affects on:
Highways

Water
Sewerage
Pedestrian/Cycle access

A371 is already a busy road, could take extra traffic but no
pavement on roadway to village and dangerous narrow bridge with
no footpath on A371 into village
On site for club house
On site for club house
Look to improve Gas House Lane cycle and footpath to village
centre

6. Steering Group Conclusion
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Totally inappropriate
Significant restraints
Minor constraints
Unconstrained
Reasons:
With so many other potential sites available within and without the village development boundary
the steering group would not recommend a site known to be in flood zone 3a.
There would need to be pedestrian improvements to access the village, as Church bridge is narrow
and without pavements. The A371 to the village is busy and is the main east west HGV route
through this part of Somerset, the pavement is missing all the way till passed the bridge.
The visual impact could be quite significant, currently the view as one approaches from Wells is that
of green space on both sides of the road & the church rising above trees, not a housing estate.
Development here would require football facilities to be relocated. The football club would find it
difficult to find another suitable site.
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Cheddar Parish Site Ref
Address
CP18
Froglands Farm
Sedgemoor SHLAA Ref
None in 2009
H380 in 2014
37. General Location and Use
Surrounding Land Uses

Site Location /OS Ref
463528
Site Size
23.31 acres 9.4 ha

Current/Previous Land Use

View this with CP19 & CP17
Agricultural land to east and AONB to north. To the north west
reaches boundary of Fairlands School grounds and to the south
west. The south west part of Froglands Farm was a caravan and
camping site, now not used as that and also Witherridge Farm which
is still a caravan & camp site.
Greenfield /agricultural grazing land

Planning History

None

38. Availability
Land owner/Agent

See covering letter from Taylor Wimpey who have an option on this
land who had letter passed to them by Greenslade Taylor.
Taylor Wimpey UK Ltd, Strategic Land, 600 Park Avenue, Aztec
West, Almondsbury, Bristol BS32 4SD
01454 628400 Michael Fenton
Michael.fenton@taylorwimpey.com Correspondence kept in Parish
Office

Call for site evidence to
support this sites
availability?

Call for site indicates that on receipt of suitable planning permission
the purchase of site would be triggered. Has now appeared on 2014
SHLAA as a rejected site outside the development boundary and
entirely within the AONB.

Timescale suggested by call
for site reply/developer

Expect to develop by July 2018. Phased in from January 2014
through to 2018. Size & complexity of this site would take typically
4 years.

Type & size of development
being considered by
developer

Up to 250 dwellings however amount that could be developed is
not yet determined.
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Any further comments

Expect to secure a new vehicular access to Fairlands School which
adjoins the site to the north & therefore remove traffic from
existing residential roads & also potentially highways in the centre
of Cheddar.

3. Suitability
Would development of site
relate well to existing built
up area?
How is site currently
accessed? Easily from
highway?
How close is site to local
services?

Apart from boundary on to school grounds this site is not
connected to the built up part of the village.
Directly off A371

Over ½ km from village shops and services. However there is no
pavement and Church Bridge on the A371 is narrow and takes all
the through traffic.
No, but on a bus route. Also no pavement or cycle route

Is site within walking
distance of bus stop?
3a. Suitability -Planning Policy
Is site within Development
Boundary?
Is site in AONB?

No

Is site in Conservation area?

No but on the boundary of conservation area to the north and east.
Scheduled ancient monument on site and part of the site is on land
designated to have high potential archaeological significance.
There are SSSIs within 1 km especially The Cheddar Complex &
Mascalls Wood

Any SSSIs on site?

Any other Environmental
Designations?
Visual Impact

Restrictive covenants
Any other Policy restrictions?
NPPF? Local Planning Policy?

Yes the whole site is in AONB

No
Whole site within AONB, visual impact from A371 is very high as this
is currently a green corridor route into Cheddar from the east and
visitors from the east do not perceive built up area until they cross
Church Bridge. This whole site is on the Mendip Hills south facing
slope.
None known
The northern boundary on to the school was designated under the
SDC Local Plan as being PCS11a = Land allocated for Primary School
Proposals.
Adjoins land designated under SDC Local Plan as an Area of High
Archaeological Potential.
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3b. Suitability - Physical Constraints
Topography

Rising land to east and north

Flood Risk

On south facing slope of Mendips, mostly above flood plain.
However a spring gives rise to a stream which marks the entire
eastern boundary of the site and the southern boundary on to A371
is in flood zone 3.

Water courses, streams,
Stream runs down western boundary
springs
Power Lines, pipelines other
No
infrastructure
Biodiversity

Probable bat feeding habitat

Contamination

None known

Mature trees/ TPOs

No TPOs but various mature & semi mature native species

Listed Buildings on or close to Designated site of County Importance on the site and another in
site
adjoining but off site location not on site, but the village
conservation area is on northern boundary
Archaeology, heritage
constraints on or near
Any other factors
Taylor Wimpey in covering letter state they’ll develop sensitively,
without detrimental impact on the broader AONB or surrounding
area. Development could sensitively integrate with adjoining
community.
4. Potential Impacts
Neighbouring Uses

Economic, social and
environmental factors

This entire site is within AONB and has no development on it, it is
grazing land. There is a camping caravan site nearby. To the north &
west is the boundary with the Middle school which may wish to
expand its facilities on to this land.
Environmental factor that has to be emphasised her is that site is
exclusively in AONB. There is a corner near road in flood zone 3a

5. Deliverability – Affects on:
Highways

Water

Directly off A371 = increased traffic. Bank holiday and Sunday Car
Boot Sale traffic jams on this section of A371. Suggested road to
Fairlands school only relocates the school run traffic and parking
issue to another residential area. Whilst some cars from Draycott
to the east may be diverted away from Church Bridge and village
centre this is a fraction of the school run traffic issue.
Not known
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Sewerage
Pedestrian/Cycle access

No
Public footpath across site connecting Froglands to Bradley Cross
also on west boundary to Bradley Cross.

6. Steering Group Conclusion

Totally inappropriate
Significant restraints
Minor constraints
Unconstrained
Reasons:
With so many other potential development sites in Cheddar local housing need could be met
without building in the Mendip Hills AONB or land containing a scheduled monument and potentially
a high level of archaeological interest.
This is a key green corridor into the village of Cheddar and has considerable significance to giving the
village a distinctive rural aspect to the main road into the built up area.
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Cheddar Parish Site Ref
Address
CP19
Land off Draycott Road,
opposite Bowdens Park
Sedgemoor SHLAA Ref
None on 2009
H383 on 2014 SHLAA
39. General Location and Use
Surrounding Land Uses

View this with CP18
This is agricultural grazing land

Current/Previous Land Use

Greenfield /Agricultural

Planning History

None

Site Location /OS Ref
463528
Site Size
0.82 ha

40. Availability
Land owner/Agent

WYG Ropemaker Court, 11-12 Lower Park Row, Bristol, BS1 5BN
Tristan Hutton 0117 925 4239
bristol.planning@wyg.com Original correspondence kept in Parish
Office

Call for site evidence to
support this sites
availability?

Call for sites indicates this land is available

Timescale suggested by call
for site reply/developer

Between January 2014 and December 2014. Taking between 1 and
1 ½ years to develop

Type & size of development
being considered by
developer

Mix of houses & retail suggested. Number of dwellings not given

Any further comments

WYG state that development will be of a scale and layout
appropriate to the surrounding AONB and would be designed so as
to not deter from the visual amenity of the AONB and to enhance
the quality of the landscape. Flood defence and mitigation would
be put in place and a suitable layout created to protect the western
edge of the site from flooding.

3. Suitability
Would development of site

No. This site is not connected to any other built up area and is in
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relate well to existing built
up area?

part of the open countryside that marks the green approach to the
village from the east.

How is site currently
accessed? Easily from
highway?
How close is site to local
services?
Is site within walking
distance of bus stop?

Directly off A371. However A371 is main east/west route for HGVs
and other traffic in this part of Somerset and there are no
pavements on this fast single carriageway.
Walkable but there is no safe route. No pavements and no safe
route over Church Bridge onA371
No. No footpath of cycleway to village centre. Difficult pedestrian
route over narrow (& no pavement) Church Bridge. Is on a bus
route
3a. Suitability -Planning Policy

Is site within Development
Boundary?
Is site in AONB?
Is site in Conservation area?

No

Any SSSIs on site?

There are SSSIs within 1 km especially The Cheddar Complex and
Mascalls Wood. It is though this is an n important bat foraging route
from Cheddar Caves.

Any other Environmental
Designations?
Visual Impact

Flood zone 2 in corner of site

Yes, whole site is in AONB
No

Restrictive covenants

This would be significant as the road is currently a green corridor
into the village. From Wells the approach here is passed fields and
the view of the built up area is just that of the church rising above
the trees.
None known

Any other Policy restrictions?
NPPF? Local Planning Policy?

Boundary is on to area designated as being of High Archaeological
Importance.

3b. Suitability - Physical Constraints
Topography

Flat, level site at base of the Mendip Slopes.

Flood Risk

The south west corner is located in flood zone 3A and abutting that
part is flood zone 2

Water courses, streams,
No
springs
Power Lines, pipelines other No
infrastructure
Biodiversity

No

Contamination

None known

Mature trees/ TPOs

Hedging and mature trees
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Listed Buildings on or close to No
site
Archaeology, heritage
Ancient scheduled monument in next field and to west & north the
constraints on or near
boundary fields are designated as having the potential to be of high
archaeological interest
Any other factors
No
4. Potential Impacts
Neighbouring Uses

Economic, social and
environmental factors

This site is in Mendip Hills AONB the neighbouring uses are
primarily agricultural. On the opposite side of the A371 is Cheddar
Football clubs grounds
The whole site is in the AONB and is part of the green corridor
route to the built up part of the village. From Wells this section of
the A371 is not overly developed and the view of the church ahead
is the first ‘real’ visual impact reflecting that one is entering the
built up area.

5. Deliverability – Affects on:
Highways

Water
Sewerage
Pedestrian/Cycle access

A371 is the main HGV and traffic route east/west trough this part of
Somerset. There are pavements on this stretch of road. It is a single
carriageway road which is designated 30mph but is known to be a
regarded as a fast piece of road.
Not known
No
Access to pavements and cycleways would be on the other side of
the A371 and there are no pavements which connect

6. Steering Group Conclusion
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Totally inappropriate
Significant restraints
Minor constraints
Unconstrained
Reasons:
With so many other potential development sites in Cheddar local housing need could be met
without building in the Mendip Hills AONB or near land containing a scheduled monument and
potentially high levels of archaeological interest.
This is a key green corridor into the village of Cheddar and has considerable significance to giving the
village a distinctive rural aspect to the main road into the built up area.
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Cheddar Parish Site Ref
Address
CP20
Land north of Birch Hill House
Sedgemoor SHLAA Ref
H325 (2009) SHLAA appendix
2 Table of rejected sites put
here to avoid double counting
41. General Location and Use

Site Location /OS Ref
462533
Site Size
0.08ha

Surrounding Land Uses

Bottom of Cheddar Gorge, mixed retail use along Gorge and to the
south. East and north is residential use.

Current/Previous Land Use

Car parking, brownfield site

Planning History

Planning granted 17/07/00097 for 5 flats
Refused planning 17/10/000114 for 32 bed care home
SDC SHLAA dated 2009 rejected this site as it already had
permission for 5 flats and put on the SHLAA would have been
double counted.
Subsequent application 17/13/00076 permission for 4 dwellings
now built (2015)

42. Availability
Land owner/Agent

See planning applications

Call for site evidence to
support this sites
availability?

Data not from call for sites exercise but from SHLAA & planning
applications

Timescale suggested by call
for site reply/developer

Current valid application is 17/13/00076 for 4 dwellings currently
being built June 2015

Type & size of development
being considered by
developer

5 flats granted 18/06/08
4 dwellings 17/13/00076 built 2015

Any further comments

None
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3. Suitability
Would development of site
relate well to existing built
up area?

Disused car park at present, almost in a quarry like setting, would fit
with Birch Hill house, should not build higher than back wall so as to
not infringe on bungalows on higher ground at the back.
Neighbouring properties include commercial & residential mixed
use.

How is site currently
Yes, is disused car park at present at bottom of gorge
accessed? Easily from
highway?
How close is site to local
In the road
services?
Is site within walking
Yes
distance of bus stop?
3a. Suitability -Planning Policy
Is site within Development
Boundary?
Is site in AONB?

Yes

Is site in Conservation area?

No but is part of the Lower Gorge area, which is not a conservation
area but has adopted design guide

Any SSSIs on site?

No

Any other Environmental
Designations?
Visual Impact

No

No

Restrictive covenants

In a quarry like location so hidden from view on three sides, visible
from the front which is facing the lower gorge tourist area
Non known

Any other Policy restrictions?
NPPF? Local Planning Policy?

None other than recognising the Gorge Design Guide adopted by
SDC for developments in the Gorge

3b. Suitability - Physical Constraints
Topography

Level ground

Flood Risk

Is close to river Yeo & in flood zone 3. There has been Lower Gorge
flooding in the past

Water courses, streams,
Close to banks of River Yeo at Bays Pond
springs
Power Lines, pipelines other No power lines or known about pipelines
infrastructure
Biodiversity

Currently tarmac covered car park with no flora or fauna
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Contamination

None known

Mature trees/ TPOs

None

Listed Buildings on or close to Yeowater House further up Birch Hill
site
Archaeology, heritage
Not in conservation area
constraints on or near
Any other factors
None
4. Potential Impacts
Neighbouring Uses

Commercial use with flats above shops = immediate neighbours,
residential further up the hill

Economic, social and
environmental factors

Loss of car parking facility, but not been used as such for some
years now

5. Deliverability – Affects on:
Highways
Water
Sewerage
Pedestrian/Cycle access
6. Steering Group Conclusion

Small number of extra vehicles on the road, but nothing compared
with tourist numbers
None
None known on site at start of development but close by
Easy access to B3151
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Cheddar Parish Site Ref

Address

Site Location /OS Ref

Totally inappropriate
Significant restraints
Minor constraints
Unconstrained
Reasons:
As at February 2016 the four dwellings had been completed and were on the market.
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CP21
Wedmore Road Steart Bushes
Sedgemoor SHLAA Ref
SHLAA (2009)ref H329
appendix 4 opportunity site
inside boundary
43. General Location and Use
Surrounding Land Uses

Current/Previous Land Use

Planning History

453531
Site Size
0.36

This site is a greenfield site situated north off Steart Bushes Farm
and west and north of Cheddar Business Park. The business park
consists of large warehouse type buildings with some smaller units
for mixed business purposes.
Greenfield, sheep grazing

Planning granted 17/08/00013 for 18 dwellings
New application in for 28 houses........17/13/00036
Refused and appeal dismissed
Resubmitted 17/14/00105 for 21 dwellings
SHLAA H329 appendix 4 – refers to 2009 SHLAA report identifying
this site as an ‘opportunity site, within the development boundary’.
Outline planning application 17/14/00105 for 21 dwellings refused.

44. Availability
Land owner/Agent

Crest Nicholson, original documentation held in Parish office

Call for site evidence to
support this sites
availability?

No call for sites data, data from SHLAA and planning applications

Timescale suggested by call
for site reply/developer

Current planning permission for 21 dwellings

Type & size of development
being considered by
developer

21 houses, 1,2,3, & 4 bed plus play area, parking and associated
works

Any further comments

The application includes so affordable housing in the form of flats

3. Suitability
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Would development of site
relate well to existing built
up area?

Would not be directly linked to other dwellings as there is a
business park to the east and farm house and associated barns to
the west which are on the site of a yet to be built but granted
planning for a Sainsbury’s supermarket. There dwellings on the
other side of the road, namely a large detached house and a cul de
sac of newer houses.

How is site currently
Direct access off Station Road and its link to B3151 & A371
accessed? Easily from
highway?
How close is site to local
Very close
services?
Is site within walking
Not within 400m
distance of bus stop?
3a. Suitability -Planning Policy
Is site within Development
Boundary?
Is site in AONB?

Yes

Is site in Conservation area?

No

Any SSSIs on site?

No This site is within 1.5 km of two SSSIs the Cheddar Complex and
Cheddar Woods.

Any other Environmental
Designations?
Visual Impact

No

No

Restrictive covenants

Would be between business development and new supermarket, if
built, no particular visual impacts to note except the agreed plan is
for a long curved terrace directly on to the road, which is not in
keeping with Cheddar’s built appearance.
None known

Any other Policy restrictions?
NPPF? Local Planning Policy?

None

3b. Suitability - Physical Constraints
Topography

Very gently sloping ground

Flood Risk

Above flood zone 3

Water courses, streams,
None
springs
Power Lines, pipelines other None
infrastructure
Biodiversity

Currently grazing land
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Contamination

None known

Mature trees/ TPOs

No TPOs but there are field hedges which provide food for foraging
bats and other bird life

Listed Buildings on or close to None
site
Archaeology, heritage
Not in conservation area
constraints on or near
Any other factors
No
4. Potential Impacts
Neighbouring Uses

Business park to east consisting of warehouse type buildings and
farm to be planned to become a supermarket to west.

Economic, social and
environmental factors

Mixed development containing affordable housing required on site
to meet SDC criteria for developments of this size

5. Deliverability – Affects on:
Highways

Water
Sewerage
Pedestrian/Cycle access

Will increase traffic on to busy access road into village, especially if
supermarket built and this brings shoppers to an already busy
Station Road. Need to note HGV traffic to business park and
supermarket.
None
Flood problems have been noted on Wedmore Road, need to be
aware of over usage in this area
Direct access walking access to village shops and facilities. No
specific cycle path to village centre

6. Steering Group Conclusion

Totally inappropriate
Significant restraints
Minor constraints
Unconstrained
Reasons:
Not in flood zone, sustainable site close to village facilities and employment and shopping centre.
Inside the development boundary. New planning app 17/14/00105 for outline planning application
refused. The site could be developed quite successfully if housing density, parking and internal road
access issues were acceptable.
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Cheddar Parish Site Ref
Address
CP22
Stonemason’s Yard
Sedgemoor SHLAA Ref
SHLAA (2009) ref H344
appendix 4 opportunity site
inside boundary. SHLAA 2104
has it as rejected site.
45. General Location and Use
Surrounding Land Uses

Current/Previous Land Use

Planning History

Site Location /OS Ref
455532
Site Size
0.46 ha

West of village off Station Road and using the 2 storey old, stone
built station building, partly renovated. This is a mixed use area of
Cheddar the houses are mostly 2 storey semi-detached. There are
small business units nearby and an industrial estate to the south.
Wells Cathedral Stonemasons Yard.
Brownfield site

SDC SHLAA 2009 had this site recorded under Appendix 4,
opportunity sites within development boundary.
No planning applied for. 2014 SHLAA has it listed as a rejected site
as there is no evidence of the site being progressed. However if it
were promoted in future for housing development it would be
considered as part of a later SHLAA update.

46. Availability
Land owner/Agent

Evidence from SDC 2009 SHLAA

Call for site evidence to
support this sites
availability?

The SDC 2009 SHLAA identifies this site as a potential site, owners
have not responded to parish council call for sites.
The SHLAA states that owner/agent confirms land is available.

Timescale suggested by call
for site reply/developer

None

Type & size of development
being considered by
developer

20 houses, 10 in 2010-2011 and 10 2011-2012. Density 43.48

Any further comments

SDC considers the site to be suitable because of the characteristics
of the site and surrounding area. There is no known policy or
physical constraints preventing development. SDC state it is a
predominately residential area so redevelopment for residential use
is suitable although need to consider compatibility with other
employment uses adjacent to site.
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3. Suitability
Would development of site
relate well to existing built
up area?

Yes, already a mixed usage area both commercial and residential.
Would lend itself to continuing to offer employment opportunities
as well as homes.

How is site currently
Accessible via a narrow estate road.
accessed? Easily from
highway?
How close is site to local
Very close to village centre shops and facilities
services?
Is site within walking
Within walking distance of village centre facilities. Site is at the end
distance of bus stop?
of the Cheddar Axbridge cycleway. Not within 400m of a bus stop
3a. Suitability -Planning Policy
Is site within Development
Boundary?
Is site in AONB?

Yes

Is site in Conservation area?

No. However the Axbridge Cheddar cycle way called the Strawberry
Line after the railway line it follows is regarded as being of
Countywide Importance.

Any SSSIs on site?

No but is within 1.5km of Cheddar Woods & Cheddar Complex SSSIs

Any other Environmental
Designations?
Visual Impact

No

Restrictive covenants
Any other Policy restrictions?
NPPF? Local Planning Policy?

No

Already used as a commercial site with the noise and equipment
associated with a stonemason’s yard. Although the Station building
is not a listed building it would be good to convert it not demolish it
as it has some nice architectural features and is part of the village
history of tourism and horticulture
None known
No

3b. Suitability - Physical Constraints
Topography

Good level site

Flood Risk

Not in flood zone

Water courses, streams,
None
springs
Power Lines, pipelines other No
infrastructure
Biodiversity

Current commercial use, no flora or fauna
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Contamination

Would need checking as this is an industrial/brownfield site

Mature trees/ TPOs

No

Listed Buildings on or close to The Station Building is not listed but it would be a shame to destroy
site
and consideration could be given to getting it listed or
sympathetically converting it.
Archaeology, heritage
Not in conservation area. The old station building is not listed but is
constraints on or near
of historic interest and preserving its façade should be a key aspect
of any future development
Any other factors
No
4. Potential Impacts
Neighbouring Uses

Commercial premises to one side and residential to the other.

Economic, social and
environmental factors

Would be a shame to lose this specialist business and the skilled
work that goes with it, the company would need to relocate to
continue to offer such skilled local work. The site could be for
mixed use in future, dwellings and light industry. Any hew homes
should include a proportion of affordable housing.
Although not a listed building the old station should be a feature of
any anew development

5. Deliverability – Affects on:
Highways
Water
Sewerage
Pedestrian/Cycle access

Access via the estate road is fine.
On site
On site
On the Strawberry Line Cycle Way to Axbridge but at the end of it in
Cheddar so cyclists would need to use roads again from this point
on into village

6. Steering Group Conclusion
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Totally inappropriate
Significant restraints
Minor constraints
Unconstrained
Reasons:
An excellent sustainable site within village development boundary, on cycle path and within walking
distance of all village shops and facilities. Close to employment sites and therefore reducing
dependence on cars for local journeys.
Not in flood zone and makes good use of a brownfield site. Any housing development would need
to include a proportion of affordable housing. However this could also remain a commercial site.
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Cheddar Parish Site Ref
Address
CP23
Bristol Water Works
Sedgemoor SHLAA Ref
HU003 Sedgemoor 5 year land
supply report 2013-2018
47. General Location and Use

Site Location /OS Ref
452534
Site Size
Site withdrawn

Surrounding Land Uses

Residential but this is office and commercial yard space for Bristol
Water and close to water treatment water works

Current/Previous Land Use

Brownfield. Now required by Bristol Water for operational uses.
Not shown on 2014 SHLAA

Planning History

Identified on SDC 2009 SHLAA as a site that had been considered
but it was withdrawn as Bristol Water needed for their own
operational use.

48. Availability
Land owner/Agent

Bristol Water

Call for site evidence to
support this sites
availability?

None

Timescale suggested by call
for site reply/developer

None

Type & size of development
being considered by
developer

25 houses suggested on SDC land supply report 2013-2018

Any further comments

Included in this call for sites exercise for the sake of completeness as
it is recorded on the SDC 5 year land supply report

3. Suitability
Would development of site
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relate well to existing built
Yes
up area?
How is site currently
Directly on to B3151
accessed? Easily from
highway?
How close is site to local
Walking distance via Strawberry Line walk/cycle route or on B3151.
services?
One stretch of pavement required
Is site within walking
Not on bus route and not within 400m of a bus stop
distance of bus stop?
3a. Suitability -Planning Policy
Is site within Development
Boundary?
Is site in AONB?

Yes

Is site in Conservation area?

No

Any SSSIs on site?

Within 1.5 km of Cheddar Complex SSSI

Any other Environmental
Designations?
Visual Impact

No

Restrictive covenants

None known

Any other Policy restrictions?
NPPF? Local Planning Policy?

No

No

Within built up area, a well designed development would fit in

3b. Suitability - Physical Constraints
Topography

Level land

Flood Risk

No

Water courses, streams,
No
springs
Power Lines, pipelines other Next to the water treatment works and associated infrastructure
infrastructure
Biodiversity
Contamination

None known

Mature trees/ TPOs

Hedges and some mature trees

Listed Buildings on or close to No
site
Archaeology, heritage
None
constraints on or near
Any other factors
No
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4. Potential Impacts
Neighbouring Uses

Close to 5 ways housing development and currently site used for
offices, next to water treatment works

Economic, social and
environmental factors

Lends itself to mixed usage keeping the offices and employment
opportunities associated with that

5. Deliverability – Affects on:
Highways

Water
Sewerage
Pedestrian/Cycle access

The 5 ways bridge is a narrow hump back bridge and any
development here would open onto B3151 and within 100m of this
bridge.
Yes
Yes
On Strawberry Line cycle/walk route. Small stretch of pavement
required to link with road route to village

6. Steering Group Conclusion

Totally inappropriate
Significant restraints
Minor constraints
Unconstrained
Reasons:
This site is NOT available; however it would be a suitable site inside the development boundary.
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Cheddar Parish Site Ref
CP24
Sedgemoor SHLAA Ref
None 2009 or 2014

Address
W C Maunders & Vancouver

Site Location /OS Ref
4543537
Site Size
0.99 ha
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49. General Location and Use
Surrounding Land Uses

Current/Previous Land Use

Planning History

Mostly residential and market garden. Barrows Road consists of
many large detached houses on big plots of land. Some are large
Victorian stone villas. This site includes the builder’s yard which is
the WC Maunders business.
Brownfield commercial site & the garden belonging to the
neighbouring property Vancouver

17/24/04/2002 temporary permission
17/02/00032 renewal of temporary permission planning application
17/08/00023 renewal planning application for Outline Planning
Permission granted 14/05/2010
Permission to erect approx 20 units a mix of affordable housing and
2, 3 & 4 bed houses. However Persimmon site drawing indicates 42
dwellings

50. Availability
Land owner/Agent

Agent Mr Colin G Cooper

Call for site evidence to
support this sites
availability?

The owners of the two adjoining properties have already been
granted outline planning permission and this has been used to
provide data for this exercise.

Timescale suggested by call
for site reply/developer

None but there is a history of continuing to obtain planning
permission

Type & size of development
being considered by
developer

20 units but the Persimmon draft site plan indicates 42 dwellings

Any further comments

None

3. Suitability
Would development of site
relate well to existing built
up area?

Yes, this site is in a residential part of the village and would fit well
into the existing built up area
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How is site currently
accessed? Easily from
highway?
How close is site to local
services?

From Barrows Road, a busy access road through the village
connecting north and south parts of the village.
Within walking and cycling distance of all village facilities and
schools. Has public footpath beside it so can avoid walking beside
main road for some of the way into village centre
Yes

Is site within walking
distance of bus stop?
3a. Suitability -Planning Policy
Is site within Development
Boundary?
Is site in AONB?

Yes
No

Is site in Conservation area?
Any SSSIs on site?
Any other Environmental
Designations?
Visual Impact

No
No, but within ¾ km of Cheddar complex SSSI
No

Restrictive covenants

Would not make a big impact on visual aspect of village, rather an in
fill site amongst other dwellings
None known

Any other Policy restrictions?
NPPF? Local Planning Policy?

Any housing development would need to contain a proportion of
affordable housing

3b. Suitability - Physical Constraints
Topography

Very gently sloping site

Flood Risk

Not on flood plain

Water courses, streams,
None
springs
Power Lines, pipelines other None
infrastructure
Biodiversity

Contamination

Currently garden and market garden site with a large builder’s yard
making up most of the site. Some hedging but no specific flora or
fauna sites
None known

Mature trees/ TPOs

No TPOs

Listed Buildings on or close to None
site
Archaeology, heritage
Not in conservation area
constraints on or near
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Any other factors

No

4. Potential Impacts
Neighbouring Uses

Surrounded by residential use

Economic, social and
environmental factors

Currently the builders merchants provides local employment which
would be lost if business closed and did not relocate locally. There
are other builder’s merchants in the village.
Would need a proportion of affordable housing if this site were
developed.

5. Deliverability – Affects on:
Highways

Water
Sewerage
Pedestrian/Cycle access

The Barrows is a difficult road to drive along by this site as people
park on one side of road to visit this business and the dentist etc.
However the site is so large and centralised that there are other
potential access points from neighbouring roads which would
distribute traffic around the village roads.
On site
On site
Easy walking distance to village facilities and public footpath runs
alongside the site

6. Steering Group Conclusion

Totally inappropriate
Significant restraints
Minor constraints
Unconstrained
Reasons:
Good reuse of a brownfield site should it become available. Has access to road now but other access
points to the site are viable. Good sustainable site inside village development boundary with access
to all village facilities.
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Cheddar Parish Site Ref
CP25
Sedgemoor SHLAA Ref
SDC Site 4.2 Urban Potential
Study 2007
H287 on SHLAA 2014 an
opportunity site
51.

Address
Land off Ashley Lane
Read with CP28 Hopwoods

Surrounding Land Uses

The site is pretty much in the centre of Cheddar village as a whole
and about 1 km from the shopping and service centre. The site is at
the back of houses on The Barrows & The Hayes. The surrounding
houses are large older style 2 storey properties with big back
gardens, detached houses on good sized plots. It is in a residential
area within the development boundary
Backland and garden

Current/Previous Land Use

Planning History

Site Location /OS Ref
455537
Site Size
0.56 ha

Identified by SDC as ref 4.2 in Urban Potential Study 2007, includes
land behind Hopwoods itself= total .56 acres
H287 identified on 2014 SHLAA
But Hopwoods has sent in CP28 as a smaller site = 0.4 acres

52. Availability
Agent

CP25 is on SDC Urban potential site plans dated 29/03/2007 in
report dated July 2007.

Call for site evidence to
support this sites
availability?

CP25 is identified in the SDC Urban Potential site plans dated
29/03/2007.
2014 SHLAA

Timescale suggested by call
for site reply/developer

SDC have this recorded as 2012-2016. This recorded as H287 and
thought to be a suitable opportunity site within the development
boundary

Type & size of development
being considered by
developer

SDC state 17 dwellings on this larger plot (including CP28) at a
density of 30 dwellings/hectare.
Market appraisal viability
Land Registry Property prices for Sedgemoor 2006 Q4
Detached £287,925 Semi detached
£171,497
Terraced £145,625 Flat/Maisonette £111,653
Overall
£196,436
Regarded by SDC as a ‘small infill development.
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Any further comments
Would need internal road to access dwellings. Would need parking
sufficient to keep road clear of visitors & home owners parking.
SDC regard access as a major problem to be overcome.
Note SDC site 4.1 in same Urban Potential Study has now been
developed as the Linden Homes development off Barrows Park

3. Suitability
Would development of site
relate well to existing built
up area?

If developed this would be suited to low density detached houses in
keeping with neighbours, however this would reduce density from
the 17 suggested by SDC. Not suitable for terraced if to be in
keeping with surrounding properties. SDC would seem to suggest
otherwise. The urban potential description is for 2 storey dwellings
surrounding a ‘village green’ or soft landscaping area with a wet
feature.

How is site currently
Site would need to be accessed from Ashley Lane off The Hayes as
accessed? Easily from
not currently on the highway or off Greenhayes.
highway?
How close is site to local
Access from surrounding roads & houses, so all services attainable
services?
Is site within walking
Yes
distance of bus stop?
3a. Suitability -Planning Policy
Is site within Development
Boundary?
Is site in AONB?
Is site in Conservation area?
Any SSSIs on site?

Yes

Any other Environmental
Designations?
Visual Impact

No

Restrictive covenants
Any other Policy restrictions?
NPPF? Local Planning Policy?

No
No
No but within 3/4km of Cheddar Complex SSSI

Would sit within residential area, and being ‘backland’ visual impact
would be minimal.
Not known
SDC vision & strategic objectives S01 –S09 regarding houses to be
of good design and supported by employment opportunities and
infrastructure
Policy D2 High quality & inclusive design
Policy D3 Sustainable Construction & reducing Carbon Emissions
Policy P4 Housing proposals for redevelopment, infill, subdivision &
conversion within existing settlement boundaries will be supported
where it is appropriate to scale, design & character of the existing
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community.
Policy D6 If affordable housing need established then 30 to 40% in
plan
Policy D11 in KRS ...............design opportunities for home-working
Policy D18 Provision of sufficient school places
Is considered to be in an area that may have archaeological
potential on the Sedgemoor Local Plan 1991-2011 saved policy HE9

3b. Suitability - Physical Constraints
Topography

Pretty level ground, regular shaped site

Flood Risk

No

Water courses, streams,
No
springs
Power Lines, pipelines other No
infrastructure
Biodiversity

No specific findings

Contamination

None known

Mature trees/ TPOs

No TPOs, yes to mature trees

Listed Buildings on or close to No
site
Archaeology, heritage
No
constraints on or near
Any other factors
No
4. Potential Impacts
Neighbouring Uses

Residential. Behind dental practice which is in a stone built
Victorian villa one of several fronting this site.

Economic, social and
environmental factors

No adverse effect on neighbouring properties and the land is not
accessible to the public so no loss of amenity space

5. Deliverability – Affects on:
Highways

Site access is an issue but could be overcome with access via
Greenhayes or Ashley Lane. However The Hayes is a school route
and there are parts without pavement.
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Water
Sewerage
Pedestrian/Cycle access

No known problem
No known problem
Sections of The Hayes have no pavement on way to 1st schools and
village centre.

6. Steering Group Conclusion

Totally inappropriate
Significant restraints
Minor constraints
Unconstrained
Reasons:
Site would not have adverse impact on neighbours. Is inside development boundary. Is a
sustainable location within walking and cycling distance of village amenities and employment bases,
would require pavements to be built. The site design would need to be appropriate and of a suitable
density to match the surrounding properties. Access problems would need to be overcome.
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Cheddar Parish Site Ref
Address
CP26
Fraser Hall off Cathay Lane
Sedgemoor SHLAA Ref
None
53. General Location and Use

Site Location /OS Ref
457533
Site Size
0.14 whole site 0.22

Surrounding Land Uses

Residential, however this is a closed private members British Legion
club house with parking spaces. Some of the parking has been sold
to the house directly to the south which is was used as a children’s
nursery but now has permission to convert to 2 dwellings.
To the east and north is the Baptist Church.

Current/Previous Land Use

Brownfield site. Closed members club with car parking

Planning History

Whilst call for sites identified this as possible housing development
site as of 22nd March 2014 this was being advertised as a
commercial development site.

54. Availability
Land owner/Agent

British Legion Original call for sites documents held in Parish Office

Call for site evidence to
support this sites
availability?

Call for sites confirms site is available as does the current
advertisement for this to be sold as a commercial site on Rightmove

Timescale suggested by call
for site reply/developer

Currently on the market for commercial use

Type & size of development
being considered by
developer

1 or 2 dwellings indicated on call for sites, commercial use
advertised on Rightmove.

Any further comments

This has the potential to be either a residential site or possibly office
space

3. Suitability
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Would development of site
relate well to existing built
up area?

Yes for housing, there is already a single storey club house there
and it is a brownfield site in a residential area. Since some parking
area now sold off it is not as suitable for a club or commercial
premises as it was. The neighbouring children’s nursery now has PP
for 2 dwellings. Commercially this could not take much traffic nor
heavy goods vehicles on Cathay Lane

How is site currently
accessed? Easily from
highway?

Cathay Lane is narrow and with no pavement and is the walking
route to first school. However 2 homes would not add much traffic,
but the traffic would be at different times from that generated by
original British legion club.
It is close to the village shops and facilities

How close is site to local
services?
Is site within walking
Yes
distance of bus stop?
3a. Suitability -Planning Policy
Is site within Development
Boundary?
Is site in AONB?

Yes

Is site in Conservation area?

No, right on the boundary

Any SSSIs on site?

No. Within 1 km of Cheddar Complex SSSI

Any other Environmental
Designations?
Visual Impact

Is regarded as being in area of high potential archaeological interest

Restrictive covenants
Any other Policy restrictions?
NPPF? Local Planning Policy?

No

This is a very ‘tucked away’ site, visual impact would be minimal if
good design is employed.
None known
No

3b. Suitability - Physical Constraints
Topography

Level ground

Flood Risk

No

Water courses, streams,
No
springs
Power Lines, pipelines other No
infrastructure
Biodiversity
Contamination

None known

Mature trees/ TPOs

No
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Listed Buildings on or close to
site
Archaeology, heritage
constraints on or near
Any other factors

Close to church and right on boundary of conservation area. Some
very old cottage on corner of Cathay Lane
On boundary of conservation area. In area regarded as being high
in archaeological interest
No

4. Potential Impacts
Neighbouring Uses

Residential now the children’s nursery has closed, also next to
church.

Economic, social and
environmental factors

The British Legion has no intention of reopening this club house and
patrons have relocated. Could be residential development or office
type development if traffic was minimal.

5. Deliverability – Affects on:
Highways

Water
Sewerage
Pedestrian/Cycle access
6. Steering Group Conclusion

Cathay Lane is narrow with no pavement, whatever development
occurs here would need to have minimal impact on traffic,
especially at school times when this is one of the key walking routes
to nearby 1st school
Yes
Yes
Yes
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Totally inappropriate
Significant restraints
Minor constraints
Unconstrained
Reasons:
This is a sustainable site within the village boundary. If it is developed for commercial use then it
lends itself for office development creating minimal traffic movements.
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Cheddar Parish Site Ref
Address
CP27
Ulverstone Birch Hill
Sedgemoor SHLAA Ref
None
55. General Location and Use
Surrounding Land Uses

Current/Previous Land Use

Planning History

Site Location /OS Ref
460537
Site Size
0.25 acres

Birch Hill is steep road being the start of the climb up the Mendip
scarp slope from the bottom of the Gorge. Birch Hill is a residential
road, however at the very bottom is the start of the retail offering at
the bottom of Cheddar Gorge.
Greenfield/paddock/back garden

Call for sites pro forma states that planning permission had been
requested in the past but it failed and there was neighbour
opposition

56. Availability
Land owner/Agent

Owner of land, original call for site documents held in Parish Office

Call for site evidence to
support this sites
availability?

Owner has indicated on call for sites that site is available

Timescale suggested by call
for site reply/developer

Within next 5 years

Type & size of development
being considered by
developer

1 dwelling which is why this site is not included in any SHLAA
exercise as being below the yield of 5 per site in order to be
recorded.

Any further comments

This is included in the Neighbourhood Plan as the owner of the land
did respond to the call for sites exercise, all be it that the NP is
concerned with sites that will take 5+ dwellings.

3. Suitability
Would development of site
relate well to existing built

Yes with good lay out
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up area?
How is site currently
Owner claims driveway of Ulverstone would need to be widened.
accessed? Easily from
This opens directly on to a steep, narrow lane with no pavements.
highway?
How close is site to local
Very close to Cheddar Gorge retail area, within walking distance of
services?
village facilities
Is site within walking
Yes
distance of bus stop?
3a. Suitability -Planning Policy
Is site within Development
Boundary?
Is site in AONB?

Yes

Is site in Conservation area?

No

Any SSSIs on site?

No, but AONB and Cheddar Woods are within 200m

Any other Environmental
Designations?
Visual Impact

No

Restrictive covenants
Any other Policy restrictions?
NPPF? Local Planning Policy?

No but close to the boundary

This would need to be carefully considered as Birch Hill is a lane of
very characterful dwellings including Yeowater House a listed
building
None known
No

3b. Suitability - Physical Constraints
Topography

Birch Hill is a steep slope

Flood Risk

No

Water courses, streams,
No
springs
Power Lines, pipelines other No
infrastructure
Biodiversity
Contamination

None known

Mature trees/ TPOs

No TPOs

Listed Buildings on or close to
site
Archaeology, heritage
constraints on or near
Any other factors

Yeowater House is a listed building on opposite side of road and
within metres of the Ulverstone boundary
In area designated as being high in archaeological interest
No
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4. Potential Impacts
Cheddar Parish Site Ref
Neighbouring Uses

Address
Residential

Economic, social and
environmental factors

None

Site Location /OS Ref

5. Deliverability – Affects on:
Highways
Water
Sewerage
Pedestrian/Cycle access
6. Steering Group Conclusion

Access on to Birch Hill would need to be well designed as this is a
narrow twisting lane
Yes
Yes
No pavements and very steep

Totally inappropriate
Significant restraints
Minor constraints
Unconstrained
Reasons:
The site is big enough to take a single dwelling; there are concerns about privacy for neighbours and
access on to the road. Any development would need to be of good design as this is a route taken by
tourists who wish to climb up this part of the gorge slope.
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CP28
Hopwoods view with CP25
Sedgemoor SHLAA Ref
Site 4.2 SDC Urban Potential
Study 2007
57. General Location and Use
Surrounding Land Uses

Current/Previous Land Use

Planning History

455537
Site Size
0.4 acres

The site is pretty much in the middle of Cheddar and about 1 km
from the shopping and service centre. The site is at the back of
Hopwoods House and other houses on The Barrows, Barrows Road
& The Hayes. The surrounding houses are large older style 2 storey
properties with big back gardens, detached houses on good sized
plots. It is in a residential area within the development boundary
Greenfield/ backland

View with CP25 as this is part of a larger site identified by SDC as
urban potential and recorded on 2014 SHLAA as H287. This
however is most recent info from the applicant who owns the land.
This site is not as large as that identified as Site 4.2 in SDC urban
potential study

58. Availability
Land owner/Agent

CP25 is on SDC Urban potential site plans dated 29/03/2007 in
report dated July 2007.

Call for site evidence to
support this sites
availability?

CP25 is identified in the SDC Urban Potential site plans dated
29/03/2007.

Timescale suggested by call
for site reply/developer

SDC have this recorded as 2012-2016

Type & size of development
being considered by
developer

5 dwellings on smaller site than CP25

Any further comments

Would need internal road to access dwellings. Would need parking
sufficient to keep road clear of visitors & home owners parking.
SDC regard access as a major problem to be overcome.

3. Suitability
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Would development of site
relate well to existing built
up area?

SDC 4.2 Urban potential study for the site identified as CP 25 which
is a larger site including the land directly behind Hopwoods states:
If developed this would be suited to low density detached houses in
keeping with neighbours, however this would reduce density from
the 17 suggested by SDC. Not suitable for terraced if to be in
keeping with surrounding properties. SDC would seem to suggest
otherwise. The urban potential description is for 2 storey dwellings
surrounding a ‘village green’ or soft landscaping area with a wet
feature.

How is site currently
Site would need to be accessed from Ashley Lane off The Hayes not
accessed? Easily from
currently on the highway. However access could be via Greenhayes
highway?
How close is site to local
Access from surrounding roads & houses, so all services attainable
services?
Is site within walking
Yes
distance of bus stop?
3a. Suitability -Planning Policy
Is site within Development
Boundary?
Is site in AONB?

Yes

Is site in Conservation area?

No

Any SSSIs on site?

No But within 1/2km of Cheddar Complex

Any other Environmental
Designations?
Visual Impact

No

Restrictive covenants
Any other Policy restrictions?
NPPF? Local Planning Policy?

No

Would sit within residential area, and being ‘backland’ visual impact
would be minimal.
Not known
SDC vision & strategic objectives S01 –S09 regarding houses to be
of good design and supported by employment opportunities and
infrastructure
Policy D2 High quality & inclusive design
Policy D3 Sustainable Construction & reducing Carbon Emissions
Policy P4 Housing proposals for redevelopment, infill, subdivision &
conversion within existing settlement boundaries will be supported
where it is appropriate to scale, design & character of the existing
community.
Policy D6 If affordable housing need established then 30 to 40% in
plan
Policy D11 in KRS ...............design opportunities for home-working
Policy D18 Provision of sufficient school places
Is considered to be in an area that may have archaeological
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potential on the Sedgemoor Local Plan 1991-2011 saved policy HE9

3b. Suitability - Physical Constraints
Topography

Pretty level ground, regular shaped site

Flood Risk

No

Water courses, streams,
No
springs
Power Lines, pipelines other No
infrastructure
Biodiversity

Currently garden/grazing land

Contamination

No

Mature trees/ TPOs

No TPOs, yes to mature trees

Listed Buildings on or close to No
site
Archaeology, heritage
Not in conservation area
constraints on or near
Any other factors
No
4. Potential Impacts
Neighbouring Uses

Residential. Behind dental practice which is in a stone built
Victorian villa one of several fronting this site.

Economic, social and
environmental factors

Land not accessible to public at present therefore no loss of
amenity land. Take regard of neighbouring properties.

5. Deliverability – Affects on:
Highways
Water
Sewerage
Pedestrian/Cycle access

Site access is an issue
No known problem
No known problem
Sections of The Hayes have no pavement on way to 1st schools and
village centre.
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6. Steering Group Conclusion

Totally inappropriate
Significant restraints
Minor constraints
Unconstrained
Reasons:
Sustainable location inside development boundary. Walking and cycling distance from village centre
amenities and employment bases. No loss of amenity space, would lend itself to low density
housing in keeping with neighbouring properties.
Any development needs to be of a good design and care should be taken over neighbour privacy also
to providing good access.
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Cheddar Parish Site Ref
Address
CP29
Land at Starmay in Barrows Park
Sedgemoor SHLAA Ref
None
59. General Location and Use

Site Location /OS Ref
453537
Site Size
Single plot

Surrounding Land Uses

Residential area

Current/Previous Land Use

Garden

Planning History

Owner implies that planning permission has been granted in past
‘Details not Known’. However this plot is said to have been shown
on the ‘original plan of March 1966’.
New Linden Homes development of 7 detached houses built behind
Starmay

60. Availability
Agent

None. Original call for sites pro forma held in Parish Office

Call for site evidence to
support this sites
availability?

Owner states land is available & not currently on sale or being
marketed

Timescale suggested by call
for site reply/developer

No timescale indicated, but as this is for just 1 dwelling, build time
would be just months

Type & size of development
being considered by
developer

1 bungalow, not mapped, it is indicated as a single infill site.

Any further comments
This is a small infill site and therefore unexpected as a result of a call
for sites exercise. Has come without a map but should assume that
the plot is the garden of at ‘Starmay’ in Barrows Park as indicated
not by calling it ‘Plot 4’ but as per the returned form.
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3. Suitability
Would development of site
relate well to existing built
up area?

No plan/map submitted. However Barrows Park is a residential
area and this is for a single dwelling

How is site currently
Directly on Barrows Park
accessed? Easily from
highway?
How close is site to local
About 1 km from village centre shops & services
services?
Is site within walking
Yes
distance of bus stop?
3a. Suitability -Planning Policy
Is site within Development
Boundary?
Is site in AONB?

Yes

Is site in Conservation area?

No

Any SSSIs on site?

No Is within ¾ km of SSSI

Any other Environmental
Designations?
Visual Impact

No

Restrictive covenants

Not known

Any other Policy restrictions?
NPPF? Local Planning Policy?

No

None if designed to complement existing residential area

SDC vision & strategic objectives S01 –S09 regarding houses to be
of good design and supported by employment opportunities and
infrastructure
Policy D2 High quality & inclusive design
Policy D3 Sustainable Construction & Reducing Carbon Emissions
Policy P4 Housing proposals for redevelopment, infill, subdivision &
conversion within existing settlement boundaries will be supported
where it is appropriate to scale, design & character of the existing
community.
Policy D6 If affordable housing need established then 30 to 40% in
plan
Policy D11 in KRS ...............design opportunities for home-working
Policy D18 Provision of sufficient school places
Is considered to be in an area that may have archaeological
potential on the Sedgemoor Local Plan 1991-2011 saved policy HE9

3b. Suitability - Physical Constraints
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Topography

Level ground

Flood Risk
None known
Water courses, streams,
No
springs
Power Lines, pipelines other No
infrastructure
Biodiversity
Contamination

None known

Mature trees/ TPOs

No

Listed Buildings on or close to
site
Archaeology, heritage
constraints on or near
Any other factors

No
In area designated as being potentially of high archaeological
interest
No

4. Potential Impacts
Neighbouring Uses

Residential

Economic, social and
environmental factors

None

5. Deliverability – Affects on:
Highways
Water
Sewerage
Pedestrian/Cycle access
6. Steering Group Conclusion

Would add some extra traffic to estate road
Yes
Yes
Pavement all the way into village
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Cheddar Parish Site Ref

Address

Site Location /OS Ref

Totally inappropriate
Significant restraints
Minor constraints
Unconstrained
Reasons:
This call for sites response is for a single dwelling in a residential area. The Neighbourhood Plan
proposes that there be no tandem development so if the design is suitable this could be a suitable
site.
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CP30
Land & yard off Station Road &
behind KOW leisure centre
Sedgemoor SHLAA Ref
None
61. General Location and Use
Surrounding Land Uses

Current/Previous Land Use

Planning History

OS 455528
Site Size
4.57 acres 1.85 ha

To the north is Kings of Wessex Academy and its associated Leisure
centre and playing fields. To the west is Wedmore Business Park,
consisting of warehouse type buildings and some smaller
commercial units. To the south is open countryside. The site
boundary to the south is the River Yeo. To the east beyond the
playing fields is the Draycott Park housing estate.
Greenfield. View with CP32

SDC Local Plan 1991 – 2011 designates as PCS11b = Land allocated
for School Use. The west and south boundaries are shown as RLT12a
Recreational Cycle Routes, this is planned as being the extension of
the Countywide recognised cycle route known as The Strawberry
Way following the route of the old railway line.
Owner indicates that planning was granted to Porter Homes in the
90s, for 2 of the 3 fields in her ownership, they did not purchase the
yard of the 3rd field. The 2 fields became playing fields for the school
and planning was dropped on what she owns.

62. Availability
Land owner/Agent

Owner, original call for sites pro forma is in Parish Office

Call for site evidence to
support this sites
availability?

Call for sites pro forma states land is available

Timescale suggested by call
for site reply/developer

Immediate

Type & size of development
being considered by
developer

Owner believes retail use.
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Any further comments

Would need access to be constructed off Cheddar Business Park,
which is commercial not retail.
A water drainage pipe has been put down the western side of the
site by the Council, taking surface water off Station Road and above
that Wideatts Road to the River Yeo

3. Suitability
Would development of site
relate well to existing built
up area?

Not especially as housing development. Surroundings are either
commercial, educational or open countryside

How is site currently
No. There is no road to the site. Track connecting to Station Road is
accessed? Easily from
just a single width track and there is no connection to business park
highway?
How close is site to local
Close enough to make it a viable site
services?
Is site within walking
No
distance of bus stop?
3a. Suitability -Planning Policy
Is site within Development
Boundary?
Is site in AONB?

Yes

Is site in Conservation area?

No

Any SSSIs on site?

No but Cheddar Complex SSSI is within 1 km

Any other Environmental
Designations?
Visual Impact

This is on flood plain of River Yeo

No

Restrictive covenants

As an extension of Wedmore Road Business Park this would not be
out of keeping.
None known

Any other Policy restrictions?
NPPF? Local Planning Policy?

On original SDC local plan this land was earmarked as being for an
extension of Kings of Wessex Academy facilities.

3b. Suitability - Physical Constraints
Topography

Level land, flood plain

Flood Risk

The southern boundary is the River Yeo and the environment
agency flood map indicates that the southern part of this site is in
flood zones 3 and 2

Water courses, streams,

River Yeo makes southern boundary
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springs
Power Lines, pipelines other No
infrastructure
Biodiversity
Contamination

None known

Mature trees/ TPOs

No TPOs

Listed Buildings on or close to No
site
Archaeology, heritage
Could have archaeological interest
constraints on or near
Any other factors
No
4. Potential Impacts
Neighbouring Uses

Economic, social and
environmental factors

To north and east is school and associated playing fields. To the
west Wedmore Business Park. To the south on other side of river
Draycott Park housing estate
Should the Kings of Wessex require the land for expanding the
school or its sports facilities this would be an ideal site. If it is
established the school does not need the site it does lend itself to
development as an extension of the business park. It is not so
suitable, being on the flood plain for residential use.

5. Deliverability – Affects on:
Highways
Water
Sewerage
Pedestrian/Cycle access

No direct access to any road at present. Could be accessed via
business park estate roads
No
No
None at present. Part of this site would extend the Strawberry Line
cycle/walk route which connects Axbridge to Cheddar. It wold be a
perfect extension linking directly to KOW school and beyond to
Draycott Park. This would give Draycott Park residents and tourists
on campsites/caravan sites on the east side of the village a longer
safer route around the village.

6. Steering Group Conclusion
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Totally inappropriate
Significant restraints X
Minor constraints
Unconstrained
Reasons:
There are significant restraints in so far as there is currently no road access to this site or other
facilities. However the site could be accessed by an extension to the Wedmore Business Park estate
road.
This piece of land could be used as an extension to the school facilities however it also lends itself to
commercial development.
A strip of the land extending the Strawberry Line walk/cycle route would be of enormous benefit to
the village, providing a safe route across the village and connecting to Axbridge allowing pedestrians
to avoid narrow bridges with no pavements on the busy A371.
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Cheddar Parish Site Ref
CP31 (& 31a)
Sedgemoor SHLAA Ref
None
63. General Location and Use

Address
31 Land off Lower New Road
Steart Farm Triangle &
(31a)Steart Farm

Surrounding Land Uses

CP31 This is a triangle of land between roads approaching Cheddar
village form the south and west. Lower New Road is residential on
the west side and to the north it is land owned by Bristol Water for
offices, yards etc. A planning application17/12/00067 was in for a
Sainsbury supermarket to the south and associated building of an
access roundabout. The supermarket has now opened on another
site (Jan 2016) and the roundabout not constructed.

Current/Previous Land Use

Planning History

Site Location /OS Ref
451529
Site Size
CP31 1 acre (CP 31a 2.4 ha)

CP31a The owner submitted a call for sites pro forma for the site
originally for Sainsbury’s supermarket. The call for sites response
for this piece of land was for the retail use. However the NP steering
group sees this as being a piece of land which is an obvious
extension to the Cheddar Business Park and now that Sainsbury has
opened on another village site this would be a good site for
providing business park employment opportunities.
CP 31 Greenfield, agriculture part of Steart Farm on the other side
of Wedmore Road from the main farm buildings.
CP31a agricultural land with no plan now for a supermarket
2 houses now built (2015) on the northern part of this triangle of
land, (CP31 site) not in this ownership.
CP31a planning was for a supermarket

64. Availability
Land owner/Agent

Owner. Original call for sites pro forma held in Parish Office

Call for site evidence to
support this sites
availability?

Call for sites pro forma states land is available

Timescale suggested by call
for site reply/developer

Within next 5 years
Built over a 1 to 2 year period

Type & size of development
being considered by
developer

10 houses but could be housing and retail
Suggest developing 0.66 of an acre of the 1 acre site
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Any further comments

CP 31 This triangle of land will be separated from original farm on
other side of Wedmore Road which was designated land for a
supermarket development. However the supermarket has gone
elsewhere. Owner states it is therefore the triangle of land is not
going to be sustainable agricultural land.

3. Suitability
Would development of site
Yes
relate well to existing built
up area?
How is site currently
This triangle of land is surrounded by roads.
accessed? Easily from
highway?
How close is site to local
Within walking distance
services?
Is site within walking
No
distance of bus stop?
3a. Suitability -Planning Policy
Is site within Development
Boundary?
Is site in AONB?

Yes

Is site in Conservation area?

No

Any SSSIs on site?

No. Within 1 km of Cheddar Complex SSSI

Any other Environmental
Designations?
Visual Impact

No

Restrictive covenants
Any other Policy restrictions?
NPPF? Local Planning Policy?

No

This is the approach road to Cheddar, so from the south this site
would be very visible from a rural lane
None known
No

3b. Suitability - Physical Constraints
Topography

Level land

Flood Risk

No

Water courses, streams,
No
springs
Power Lines, pipelines other No
infrastructure
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Biodiversity

Hedgerows and trees

Contamination

None known

Mature trees/ TPOs

There is a TPO on an oak tree on southern corner of site, which
could be incorporated in the development plan.

Listed Buildings on or close to No
site
Archaeology, heritage
In area designated as having high archaeological interest
constraints on or near
Any other factors
No
4. Potential Impacts
Neighbouring Uses

Residential. Supermarket has approved plans for nearby site

Economic, social and
environmental factors

Not the safest of sites, being a triangle of land surrounded by roads,
which themselves do not have pavements or crossings

5. Deliverability – Affects on:
Highways
Water
Sewerage
Pedestrian/Cycle access
6. Steering Group Conclusion

Direct access
Nearby
Not known
No pavement or road crossings

Totally inappropriate
Significant restraints
Minor constraints X
Unconstrained
Reasons
CP31 Two houses have been built in the corner of the triangle of land, providing pavement for those
2 dwellings so this could be extended. The site is in a sustainable location, close to all village
facilities. There would be a need for safe pavements and a safe road crossing.
CP31a The steering group sees this as being a piece of land which is an obvious extension to the
Cheddar Business Park. An application for a Sainsbury supermarket did not materialise here and so
the land which had already been identified as potential commercial use by SDC in an earlier Local
Plan is now available. This would be a good site for providing business park employment
opportunities.
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Cheddar Parish Site Ref
CP32
Sedgemoor SHLAA Ref
H313 SHLAA (2009) Appendix
7 Opportunity site outside
boundary
65. General Location and Use

Address
Sharpham Road/Helliers Lane,
large plot including several
existing properties

Site Location /OS Ref
448534
Site Size
6.02ha

Surrounding Land Uses

Greenfield/agricultural with detached housing along Sharpham
Road including a local garden centre/ plant nursery. Two detached
houses and their large plots are on Helliers Lane. South of Helliers
Lane recent development of 77 affordable houses granted
exceptional site outside development boundary status under SDC
Core Strategy policy for affordable housing development. Also built
now 23 (occupied Dec 2015) more affordable homes to north of this
site again under affordable homes outside development boundary
policy. Sharpham Road is access road to Cheddar sports fields &
recreational space including reservoir, fishing lake & to the Parish
Council’s cemetery.
This site should be viewed with CP11, CP11a,Cp12, CP3 and CP14
which are neighbouring sites that the owners have put up for
consideration as a result of the call for sites exercise, although on
their own they are small sites

Current/Previous Land Use

As above, mostly agricultural but this site does have houses on it
and strawberry/horticulture/nursery business

Planning History

None for site as identified here. However several neighbours on the
northern side of the road have responded to the call for sites as
they see the potential for development alongside the 23 affordable
houses built now. For land on the western side of the site identified
here an outline planning application for 67 houses has been
submitted 17/15/00096

66. Availability
Land owner/Agent

Evidence only on 2009 SHLAA for whole site. However application
17/15/00096 has been submitted for part of the site on the western
side this is for 67 houses.

Call for site evidence to
support this sites
availability?

No call for site evidence this is on SDC 2009 SHLAA report

Timescale suggested by call
for site reply/developer

See below for SDC assessment
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Type & size of development
being considered by
developer

Any further comments

140 dwellings 28 in 2013-2014
28 2014 -2015
28 2015 – 2016
28 2016 – 2017
28 2017 -2018 Density 23.26 dwellings per hectare
Plan 17/15/00096 is for 67 houses on the undeveloped part of site
Outside the development boundary. Parish Council would not like
to see any more exceptional sites for affordable housing being
developed exclusively but would prefer affordable housing to be
integrated into other sites as and when they are developed.
However if this were a mixed site it could be considered.

3. Suitability
Would development of site
relate well to existing built
up area?
How is site currently
accessed? Easily from
highway?

New affordable housing developments are nearby on exceptional
sites outside boundary. Well designed development could fit in well
Could be accessed off Sharpham Road or Helliers Lane, but this
would increase traffic on a country lane with no pavement and it is
the route to the playing fields and skate park used by adults and
children on foot. 5 ways bridge is due to be improved under S106
agreement for the 23 affordable houses.
On the outskirts of the village but if Sainsbury’s is built would be
nearer to that than village centre.
No

How close is site to local
services?
Is site within walking
distance of bus stop?
3a. Suitability -Planning Policy
Is site within Development
Boundary?
Is site in AONB?

No

Is site in Conservation area?

No

Any SSSIs on site?

No The site is within 1km of SSSI sites including Cheddar Complex.

Any other Environmental
Designations?
Visual Impact

No

No

Restrictive covenants

Would impact on the green wedge which defines the gap between
the edge of the built up area and the open countryside which
provides recreational facilities eg, fishing, skatepark, sports pitches
& tennis courts, sailing lake & steam railway track etc. The Cheddar
second reservoir will increase pedestrian and vehicular traffic to the
leisure amenities planned for the reservoir, ie walkways, bird hides,
bridle paths etc.
None known

Any other Policy restrictions?

No
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NPPF? Local Planning Policy?
3b. Suitability - Physical Constraints
Topography

Virtually flat

Flood Risk

Not on flood plain

Water courses, streams,
Streams by roadside
springs
Power Lines, pipelines other No
infrastructure
Biodiversity

Open countryside, mixed flora and fauna, on foraging route for bats

Contamination

None known

Mature trees/ TPOs

No TPOs but many hedges and mature trees

Listed Buildings on or close to No
site
Archaeology, heritage
No
constraints on or near
Any other factors
No
4. Potential Impacts
Neighbouring Uses

Economic, social and
environmental factors

Market gardening, various recreational uses plus the parish
cemetery which will be extended in the next couple of years. This
area is known as a recreational space and the new Cheddar 2nd
reservoir will increase leisure usage and traffic using the lanes to
access walking and cycling routes
Two affordable housing exceptional sites have been developed
outside development boundary and close to this site. Future
development should integrate such houses and this possible
exception site should not be developed for more exclusive
affordable housing development.
Cheddar 2nd reservoir will bring extra visitors to this site.

5. Deliverability – Affects on:
Highways

Sharpham Road could not take much more traffic it is a country
lane and a dead end leading to the first Cheddar reservoir and the
sports fields. There is no pavement along this road. Bridge
improvements at 5 ways bridge would be essential before further
traffic was put on this lane. Cheddar 2nd reservoir will have a new
entrance but many people will continue to access the reservoirs
along Sharpham Road. Access could be via Helliers Lane. However
the new 77 affordable houses also use this narrow lane and exit via
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Water
Sewerage
Pedestrian/Cycle access

Centenary Way on to the B3151. Part of Helliers Lane will be lost
forever under the new reservoir.
In Sharpham Road and at new Helliers lane development
Not mains drainage for some parts of this site
Good access along Strawberry Line Cycle path. No pavement on
road and turning onto B3151 poor visibility and no pavement for
some distance, although main route to KOW school and the
proposed new supermarket

6. Steering Group Conclusion

Totally inappropriate
Significant restraints
Minor constraints
Unconstrained
Reasons:
This site is outside the development boundary and could only be developed if used as an exceptional
site including affordable housing 2 nearby sites have been developed exclusively as affordable
housing sites. It is not appropriate that more exclusively affordable housing is grouped in one corner
of the village and potentially is regarded as some form of ‘ghetto’ type development.
The land is part of a green wedge stretching from the Parish Council allotments on the A371 on the
far north edge of the village down the western development boundary mostly defined by the A371.
This green wedge consists of farm land, sports fields, the parish cemetery (to be extended in the
next couple of years) fishing and model boat lake facilities, skate park and tennis courts. The existing
Cheddar reservoir accessed by Sharpham Road provides walkers, runners and cyclists with a three
mile safe circuit around the reservoir which itself is used for sailing. The second Cheddar reservoir
will be partly accessed off Sharpham Road too and has been specifically designed to attract bird
watchers, horse riders and others to enjoy the surrounding countryside and facilities to be built, ie a
cafe and archaeological/history display area.
Helliers Lane has already had new development, new well designed housing could fit well.
Restraints are all around road safety on 5 ways bridge and the B3151 which lacks pavements.
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Site CP 32
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Cheddar Parish Site Ref
CP33
Sedgemoor SHLAA Ref
None

Address
Lanier & Old Cheddar Cheese
Straw Factory

Site Location /OS Ref
458536
Site Size
Not known

67. General Location and Use
Surrounding Land Uses

Residential to the right, light industrial to the left and behind.
Opposite Tweentown garage and beside plot of land that has had
planning permission for 6 flats

Current/Previous Land Use

Laniers is a light industrial/office unit servicing and selling
photocopier & office equipment. The Old Cheddar Cheese Straw
factory is currently unoccupied but has been a double glazing
company’s show room and office and before that a children’s indoor
soft play area.
No recent plans both sites sold subject to contract Jan 2016.

Planning History

68. Availability
Land owner/Agent

This site has been added for completeness as the steering group
knows it is sold STC and it could be a windfall development site.
Currently both factories are with Kings Estate Agents

Call for site evidence to
support this sites
availability?

The sites are sold subject to contract & are recorded here for
completeness

Timescale suggested by call
for site reply/developer

None

Type & size of development
being considered by
developer

Laniers = commercial premises over 2 levels in centre of village close
to all amenities. Other adjoining building is approx. 3800 square
feet of floor space over two levels. Both have parking space to the
front.

Any further comments

This site is recorded here for completeness, as the site could come
up for either employment or residential planning on being sold.
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3. Suitability
Would development of site
relate well to existing built
up area?

Yes, buildings already exist and could be reused as commercial or
subject to planning could be converted into dwellings

How is site currently
Straight off Tweentown/Barrows Road
accessed? Easily from
highway?
How close is site to local
Almost in centre of village all facilities and shops within walking
services?
distance
Is site within walking
Yes
distance of bus stop?
3a. Suitability -Planning Policy
Is site within Development
Boundary?
Is site in AONB?

Yes

Is site in Conservation area?

No

Any SSSIs on site?

No, but SSIs exist within 1 km

Any other Environmental
Designations?
Visual Impact

No

Restrictive covenants
Any other Policy restrictions?
NPPF? Local Planning Policy?

No

Buildings already exists and would need some small amount of
sympathetic renovation
No
No

3b. Suitability - Physical Constraints
Topography

Level site

Flood Risk

Not on flood plain

Water courses, streams,
No
springs
Power Lines, pipelines other No
infrastructure
Biodiversity

Currently all concreted over car park & buildings

Contamination

No

Mature trees/ TPOs
Listed Buildings on or close to
site
Archaeology, heritage
constraints on or near

No
No
Is in area designated as having a high potential for archaeological
interest
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Any other factors

No

4. Potential Impacts
Neighbouring Uses

In a mixed area of residential and light commercial usage.

Economic, social and
environmental factors

Old Cheese Straw factory has been empty for some while, business
has relocated. It is understood Lanier’s will relocate locally and
therefore loss of this as an employment site will not be detrimental
should it become a residential site.

5. Deliverability – Affects on:
Highways
Water
Sewerage
Pedestrian/Cycle access

Excellent access on to highway
On site
On site
Access via Hannah More Playing Field footpath & adjoining one
straight to village shops. Good access to schools and all other
facilities

6. Steering Group Conclusion

Totally inappropriate
Significant restraints
Minor constraints
Unconstrained
Reasons:
This is an existing commercial site. The buildings could be sympathetically converted to residential,
but the layout and car parking does lend itself to continued commercial use.
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Cheddar Parish Site Ref
CP 34
Sedgemoor SHLAA Ref
H382 SHLAA 2104
69. General Location and Use

Address
Cheddar Garden Centre Draycott
Road
BS27 3RU

Surrounding Land Uses

Next to small commercial business park. Houses along A371 are
detached on large plots previously used for strawberry growing &
now used as gardens. Surrounding countryside is all agricultural &
used for grazing
This is a garden centre, consisting of a large retail space and
associated outdoor display area.

Current/Previous Land Use

Planning History

Site Location /OS Ref
34676432(E) 151850.76 (N)
Site Size
27 ha

Plans existed for it to become a garden centre 17/05/00047 & have
direct access off A371 with own turning lane and car parking.
Detached house at entrance belongs to same company.

70. Availability
Land owner/Agent

On 2014 SHLAA

Call for site evidence to
support this sites
availability?

On 2014 SHLAA

Timescale suggested by call
for site reply/developer

Currently operating as a garden centre but should be available
within next 5 years, probably in 2018

Type & size of development
being considered by
developer

Suggested this might be housing, alternative retail site. Site offering
employment, pleasure or tourism site.
Suggest 95 houses to be built over 2 year time span.

Any further comments

SHLAA states that although this is a brownfield site it lies outside the
development boundary and is detached from the services of
Cheddar. The site is therefore not considered suitable for
residential development.

3. Suitability
Would development of site
relate well to existing built

No. This site is very detached from the village of Cheddar and is
located on the A371 Cheddar to Wells Road where development is
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up area?
much sparser.
How is site currently
There is direct access off the A371.
accessed? Easily from
highway?
How close is site to local
It is not close to any of the village services, shops or schools.
services?
Is site within walking
Yes
distance of bus stop?
3a. Suitability -Planning Policy
Is site within Development
Boundary?

No

Is site in AONB?
Is site in Conservation area?

No but the boundary is just the other side of the A371.
No

Any SSSIs on site?

No. This is within1 km of Mascalls wood and other SSI areas

Any other Environmental
Designations?

Is close to the border of AONB which starts on other side of the
road A371

Visual Impact

The current garden centre is set well back from the road, as its
parking is to the front and the most immediately obvious feature
from the road. However the whole site is visible from the AONB
and especially the lighting at night.
None known

Restrictive covenants
Any other Policy restrictions?
NPPF? Local Planning Policy?

No

3b. Suitability - Physical Constraints
Topography

Flat land

Flood Risk

No

Water courses, streams,
No
springs
Power Lines, pipelines other No
infrastructure
Biodiversity
Contamination

Currently a garden centre with little natural hedging or mature
trees.
None known

Mature trees/ TPOs

No TPOs

Listed Buildings on or close to No
site
Archaeology, heritage
No
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constraints on or near
Any other factors

No

4. Potential Impacts
Neighbouring Uses

Economic, social and
environmental factors

Agricultural and light industrial to the south east. AONB to the
north. Detached houses on large plots that have been market
gardens. Agricultural land.
Would lose all the jobs associated with the garden centre.

5. Deliverability – Affects on:
Highways

Water
Sewerage
Pedestrian/Cycle access

Would increase traffic on Church Bridge, a narrow pinch point on
A371 route into village which does not have any pavement or
pedestrian safe route across it.
Connected
Yes
No direct safe route along A371 into village. There is no pavement
along this busy narrow A road. This is an accident prone stretch of
the road.

6. Steering Group Conclusion

Totally inappropriate
Significant restraints
Minor constraints
Unconstrained
Reasons:
This site is totally inappropriate for housing development as it is way outside the development
boundary. It would fail a sequential test. It is a very isolated site. Access to the village is via main
road the A371 which is dangerous for cyclists and pedestrians as there is no footpath along the
whole length and over Church Bridge. There have been very bad accidents involving pedestrians on
this unlit, narrow stretch of road to the village. The A371 which is a county road with much HGV
traffic.
This land goes on to Cheddar Moors, an area outside the village development boundary and not
suitable for housing development as it is open countryside.
However there is a garden centre business already on the site and it should be thought of as an
employment site. Appropriate uses could be for high tech, clean industry. There is very good access
to the main road and plenty of parking. There is great concern that there is no future retail use that
would take business from centre of the village.
The site could be considered as another tourist accommodation site, be it caravans, tents or lodges.
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Site CP 34
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Cheddar Parish Site Ref
Address
CP 35
Labourham
Sedgemoor SHLAA Ref
H316 SHLAA 2014
71. General Location and Use

Site Location /OS Ref
Site Size
5.861 ha

Surrounding Land Uses

To the north west is Draycott Park estate. To the north east is the
AONB boundary and Mendip Hills. To the south east is Winchester
farm business/industrial area.

Current/Previous Land Use

Greenfield, agricultural. View with CP16 & CP15

Planning History

None. The 2014 SHLAA shows Labourham Drove and Labourham
Farm site H316 as a site has come up since the 2009 SHLAA. SDC
have rejected H316 as being an isolated site outside the boundary
and in Flood zone 3b

72. Availability
Land owner/Agent

On 2014 SHLAA

Call for site evidence to
support this sites
availability?

On 2014 SHLAA

Timescale suggested by call
for site reply/developer

Not known

Type & size of development
being considered by
developer

Not known

Any further comments

SHLAA summary states this site is isolated from the settlement
edge, making it an unsustainable location for development.
Additionally the site is located within flood risk area 3b

3. Suitability
Would development of site
relate well to existing built

Draycott Park housing estate is on other side of Labourham Drove
and not immediately connected to this site. From this road junction
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up area?

onwards to the east houses are detached, on large plots or worked
as market gardens there are no housing estates. Between this site
and the houses going eastwards on the A371 there is a business
park, Winchester Farm and there are light industrial units behind
the site. This site however is open countryside.
There is no direct road access.

How is site currently
accessed? Easily from
highway?
How close is site to local
Not very
services?
Is site within walking
It is near a bus route
distance of bus stop?
3a. Suitability -Planning Policy
Is site within Development
Boundary?

No

Is site in AONB?
Is site in Conservation area?

No but the boundary is just the other side of the A371.
No

Any SSSIs on site?

No. This is within ½ km of Mascalls wood and other SSI areas

Any other Environmental
Designations?

Is close to the border of AONB which starts on other side of the
road A371

Visual Impact

This whole site is in open countryside and very visible from the
AONB.
None known

Restrictive covenants
Any other Policy restrictions?
NPPF? Local Planning Policy?

No

3b. Suitability - Physical Constraints
Topography

Flat land, in flood zone 3b.

Flood Risk

No

Water courses, streams,
No
springs
Power Lines, pipelines other No
infrastructure
Biodiversity

Currently agricultural use. Foraging for bats likely here

Contamination

None known

Mature trees/ TPOs

Mature trees and field hedges. No TPOs

Listed Buildings on or close to No
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site
Archaeology, heritage
constraints on or near
Any other factors

No
No

4. Potential Impacts
Neighbouring Uses

Agricultural and light industrial to the east and south. Draycott
Park housing estate to the west. AONB to the north

Economic, social and
environmental factors

Loss of agricultural land, hedges and trees of visual value

5. Deliverability – Affects on:
Highways

Water
Sewerage
Pedestrian/Cycle access

Would increase traffic on Church Bridge, a narrow pinch point on
A371 route into village which does not have any pavement or
pedestrian safe route across it.
Would need connecting
No
No direct safe route along A371 into village. Could cross over into
Draycott Park estate and use footpath & cycle route from there.

6. Steering Group Conclusion

Totally inappropriate
Significant restraints
Minor constraints
Unconstrained
Reasons:
This site is outside the development boundary and it would fail a sequential test. There is no direct
road access that is suitable. Access to the village via the main road is dangerous for cyclists and
pedestrians as there is no footpath over Church Bridge on the A371 which is a county road with
much HGV traffic.
This land goes on to Cheddar Moors, an area outside the village development boundary and not
suitable for housing development. This is open countryside and development here would be
resisted.
This is on the flood plain in flood zone 3.
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Site CP35
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Cheddar Parish Site Ref

Address

CP36
Petruth Paddocks & 2 fields at
Labourham Farm
Sedgemoor SHLAA Ref
H381
73. General Location and Use
Surrounding Land Uses

Current/Previous Land Use

Planning History

Site Location /OS Ref
Site Size
6.179 ha

To the north is Draycott Park estate. To the north east is the AONB
boundary and Mendip Hills. To the east is Winchester farm
business/industrial area. To the south is the open countryside of
Cheddar Moors
Camping and Caravanning site. Grazing land out of season

Planning applications for minor improvements to camp site & for
extension of season

74. Availability
Land owner/Agent

On 2014 SHLAA

Call for site evidence to
support this sites
availability?

On 2014 SHLAA

Timescale suggested by call
for site reply/developer

None indicated

Type & size of development
being considered by
developer

None indicated

Any further comments

This site is isolated from the settlement edge, making it an
unsustainable location for development.

3. Suitability
Would development of site

Draycott Park housing estate is on other side of Labourham Drove
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relate well to existing built
up area?

and not immediately connected to this site. Between this site and
the houses going eastwards on the A371 there is a business park,
Winchester Farm and there are light industrial units behind north of
the site. This site however is in open countryside.
There is no direct road access. Just a drove lane

How is site currently
accessed? Easily from
highway?
How close is site to local
No
services?
Is site within walking
Not at present but the main road is a bus route
distance of bus stop?
3a. Suitability -Planning Policy
Is site within Development
Boundary?

No

Is site in AONB?
Is site in Conservation area?

No but the boundary is just the other side of the A371.
No

Any SSSIs on site?

No. This is within ½ km of Mascalls wood and other SSI areas

Any other Environmental
Designations?

Is close to the border of AONB which starts on other side of the
road A371

Visual Impact

This whole site is in open countryside and visible from the AONB.

Restrictive covenants

None known

Any other Policy restrictions?
NPPF? Local Planning Policy?

No

3b. Suitability - Physical Constraints
Topography

Mostly flat, slight rise to north off the flood plain

Flood Risk

Flood zone 3 in south west corner of site

Water courses, streams,
No
springs
Power Lines, pipelines other No
infrastructure
Biodiversity
Contamination

Camp & Caravan site, grazing out of season. Foraging for bats likely
here
None known

Mature trees/ TPOs

Mature trees and field hedges. No TPOs

Listed Buildings on or close to No
site
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Archaeology, heritage
constraints on or near
Any other factors

Owner states it’s an area of potential archaeological significance.
No

4. Potential Impacts
Neighbouring Uses

Economic, social and
environmental factors

Agricultural and light industrial to the east and north. Draycott Park
housing estate to the west. AONB to the north. Open countryside
of Cheddar Moors to the south
Loss of a tourist site. As other sites switch to providing holiday
lodges this would be the loss of a camp & caravan site
Loss of agricultural land, hedges and trees of visual value

5. Deliverability – Affects on:
Highways

Water
Sewerage
Pedestrian/Cycle access

Would increase traffic on Church Bridge, a narrow pinch point on
A371 route into village which does not have any pavement or
pedestrian safe route across it.
On site
Sewerage tank
No direct safe route along A371 into village. Could cross over into
Draycott Park estate and use footpath & cycle route from there.

6. Steering Group Conclusion

Totally inappropriate
Significant restraints
Minor constraints
Unconstrained
Reasons:
This site is outside the development boundary and it would fail a sequential test. There is no direct
road access that is suitable. Access to village via the main road is dangerous for cyclists and
pedestrians as there is no footpath over Church Bridge on the A371 which is a county road with
much HGV traffic.
This land goes on to Cheddar Moors, an area outside the village development boundary and not
suitable for housing development as it is open countryside. The site is partly in flood zone 3.
Development here would reduce the number and type of tourist facilities available. This site is
basically a field which offers campers & caravanning basic facilities and caters for caravan rallies etc.
This type of facility has mostly disappeared in Cheddar as other businesses have converted to
‘holiday lodges’ therefore keeping this to attract a different visitor is useful to the economy of
Cheddar. It is not a brown field site, there is building on it and there is no precedent for developing
it.
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Cheddar Parish Site Ref
Address
CP38
Yeo Valley Site, Axbridge Road
Sedgemoor SHLAA Ref
2014 SHLAA H252
75. General Location and Use
Surrounding Land Uses

Current/Previous Land Use

Planning History

Site Location /OS Ref
Site Size
5.15 Ha

The immediate surrounds are residential consisting of large 1930s
houses on very big plots. However a couple of hundred meters
away is the access to a tourist site consisting of holiday lodges and a
facilities centre containing a restaurant, pool etc. On the other side
of the road are some roadside sales of market garden produce and a
couple of small camp and caravan sites.
This site is used by Yeo Valley for storing dairy products. It consists
of several large buildings and a small office with associated car
parking.
None recent

76. Availability
Land owner/Agent

Yeo Valley

Call for site evidence to
support this sites
availability?

None The Yeo Valley owners have made it known this site will be
coming up for development

Timescale suggested by call
for site reply/developer

Inside 5 years

Type & size of development
being considered by
developer

Nothing specific has yet be indicated to the Parish Council

Any further comments

SDC have rejected this site in the SHLAA. Described as being
detached and isolated from the village. Development here would
not be sustainable and could compromise the existing village.

3. Suitability
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Would development of site
This site is right on the edge of the AONB and the buildings are
relate well to existing built
single storey, any future development would be better also being
up area?
single storey & hidden behind the hedge as at present.
How is site currently
Directly off A371 with own access driveway, well concealed site
accessed? Easily from
behind hedgerow yet great visibility at site entrance/exit
highway?
How close is site to local
On site
services?
Is site within walking
Yes
distance of bus stop?
3a. Suitability -Planning Policy
Is site within Development
Boundary?

No

Is site in AONB?
Is site in Conservation area?

On the boundary of AONB
No

Any SSSIs on site?
Any other Environmental
Designations?
Visual Impact

No
No

Restrictive covenants
Any other Policy restrictions?
NPPF? Local Planning Policy?

This site is directly on the AONB boundary and is therefore visible
from the path along its northern edge. Well screened from the road
by a well maintained hedge which would be good to keep
None known
No

3b. Suitability - Physical Constraints
Topography
Flood Risk

No

Water courses, streams,
No
springs
Power Lines, pipelines other Current on site infrastructure
infrastructure
Biodiversity
Contamination

Currently a commercial site but northern boundary is on to the
AONB and all the trees & hedges associated with that
None known

Mature trees/ TPOs

Mature trees and field hedges. No TPOs

Listed Buildings on or close to No
site
Archaeology, heritage
No
constraints on or near
Any other factors
No
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4. Potential Impacts
Neighbouring Uses

Economic, social and
environmental factors

Neighbours already have this as a commercial site in their doorstep,
however it does not generate much traffic and therefore future
development should be equally considerate if possible
Would be good to keep this as an employment site.

5. Deliverability – Affects on:
Highways
Water
Sewerage
Pedestrian/Cycle access

None
On site
On site
Direct road access. Access to Strawberry Line cycle path but it is
only accessible on the other side of the A371. Crossing at the magic
roundabout needs improving for pedestrians.

6. Steering Group Conclusion

Totally inappropriate
Significant restraints
Minor constraints
Unconstrained
Reasons:
This is a brownfield site which has direct and easy access on to a wide part of the A371. It is right on
the edge of the village and not a sustainable site for housing. The steering group believes this would
be an excellent light commercial/office or technology type of business site. One that did not
generate too much traffic especially HGV traffic although the access is currently used by HGVs it is
not an all-day activity.
The conclusion is this is an ideal employment site. Any delivery or heavy traffic is most likely to want
to reach the A38 and subsequently the M5 and therefore it will not come into the village.
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